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Abortion Rights:
chehnan speech sparks protest at Neville Hall
By Julie Carnpagna
aff Writer
Kate Michelman, the execu-
tive director of the National
Abortion Rights
Action League,,
was met with
both opposition
and support
Wednesday night
the University
of Maine.
While anti-
choice activists
rallied outside
Neville Hall,
carrying anti-
rt ion posters Kate Michelman
chanting slo-
ns Michelman's supporters
'ved.
Marion Syversen, executive
director of Women Exploited
By Alkii lion, led the protesters
In the handing out and preach-
ing of anti-choice propaganda.
"People are not aware of the
fact that. a baby has a heartbeat
18 days aft ei conception., and
that brainwaves develop after
forty days."
Syversen continued to say.
"Ninety-percent of women have
little or no prior knowledge of
fetal development."
Pour women, including Sy-
versen, who have undergone
abortions told their stories and
of the negative aspects abortion
brings to women.
Maine's affiliate of NARAL
was celebrating its first Year
anniversary since it was found-
ed.
Michelman was there to ad-
dress the newest member of
Inside
John O'Dea: personae
of a politician
See story on page 3.
Sports page 17
Comics page 16
rossword page 15
Weather
Today: partly sunny,
high in the mid-to-
upper 50s. .
Saturday: showers,
highs :a the 50s.
Sunday: fair, highs In
the 30s.
NARAL.
She said, "The difference in
what they are doing out-there
and what I am trying to convey
is that they want to impose their
views on all of
us by law. Our
position is that
the choice
must go tope
individual
wotium."
About half-
way through
the meeting
the anti-choice
protesters
walked
through the
room bearing
of unborn fe-graphic posters
tuses.
At one point a police officer
had to interrupt the; address to
quiet the anti-choice group.
Michelman contintied through
the disturbances to talk about
the progress pro-cttoice activ-
ists are making Governorships
in Florida, Texas, and Califor-
nia shifted from anti-choke to
pro-choice in recent elections.
Michelman stressed the im-
portance of having apro-choice
governor.
"It is with the stroke of the
governor's pen that anti-choice
and anti-practicing bills can be
either signed into law or ve-
toed," said Michelman.
"Here in Maine you have a
governor who recognizes that
the distinction between child-
bearing and abortion rightfully
belongs to the women and their
families, not the government."
The Maine affiliate of`
Pro-life protesters waved banners and cluinte;, be Kate Michelman, executive director of the
National Abortion Rights Action League spoke pa Wednesday night. (Photo by Matt Sirianni)
NARAL was founded in re-
sponse to the Supreme Court
Webster decision, July 3, 1989.
The Webster decision gave
states broad discretion to write
laws governing a woman's right
to choose, nationwide.
NARAL feels that the Web-
ster decision is a process that is
slowly dismantling the Supreme
Court's landmark decision of
Roe v. Wade in 1973, which
said that the government cannot
force a woman to undergo preg-
nancy or childbirth against her
will.
"Webster syas an invitatiOn, a
temptation to every state legis-
lature in the country to outlaw
our right to choose," warned
Michelman, "Our fight goes
on, and even now as we speak
here together, anti-choice forc-
es are again organizing another
assault.
Micheltnan shared her emo-
tional experience of finding out
she was pregnant after her
husband left her with three
young children to support, and
her difficult decision to have an
See ABORTION on page 4
Campus story results in indictment
By Doug Vanderweide
Staff Writer
A photo and story in a May
issue of The Mairie Campus
has resulted in the indictment of
r a former UMaine student for
multiple thefts.
University of Maine Public
Safety Officer Mike Zubik says
the May 2-3 article was "cru-
cial" in finding a suspect, Tho-
mas S. McElwain, 20. of Burl-
ington. Mass.
The Penobscot grand jury has
indicted Mc El wain on six felony
counts of burglary pf a motor
vehicle, one felony thefi count.
and six misdemeano:r the ft
counts.
UMPD is curren4 obtaining
t
Thomas S. McElwain
a governor's warrant to bring
McElwain to trial.
, McElwain is accused of
breaking into several cars at 425
Stillwater Ave., as well as ve-
hicles in the Alpha Gamma Rho
..,*•!4t
parking lot. 4nd allegedly steal-
ing cassette tlipes, a radio, radar
detectors, and walletsrfrom the
vehicles.
He is also used of stealing
a Macintosh omputer from the
Survey En neering Depart-
ment, value at $3,000. The
computer h s since been re-
covered an returned to the
departnient.
Zubik said he received a call
in June fro a Woman who
identified individual in the
published p otograph, which
was taken by automatic teller
machine in Memorial Union.
McElwain was allegedly at-
tempting to se a stolen ATM
card in the hint:. A janitor,
who found e cad left in the
ATM, turned it into Zubik.
Zubik had a theft report on the
card, and linked the theft to the
person in the ATM photo.
Zubik obtained the names of
other informants from the
woman caller, and he contacted
them.
These informants then de-
scribed conversations they bad
with McElwain, in ,which he
allegedly admitted to some of
the thefts.
, McElwain, who had left
UMaine in the spring was found
living in Massachusetts.. Zubik
said he contacted McElwain's'
mother, who identified the sto-
len computer and returned it to
See THEFT on page 4
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Police seek suspect
in Somerset attack
By Doug Vanderweide
Staff Writer
Police are searchhig for a' suspect in a
Nov. 9 assault in Somerset Hall.
According to University of Maine De-
partment of Public Safety Investigator
William Laughlin, the assault, which
occurred at 1:30 a.m., was sexually mo-
tivated.
Laughlin said the 4sailant knocked on
a female resident's door, and the victim,
not knowing who was at the door, called
for him to enter.
The assailant then opened the door,
pushed the victim onto her bed, began
assaulting her, and demanded sexual
activity, Laughlin said.
The victim then kicked the assailant in
the groin, and he ran from the room,
Laughlin said.
The suspect, who the victim does not
know, is described as male caucasian,
around five feet, 10 inches tall, with
brown or black hair, brown eyes, and
medium skin. He was wearing blue
jeans and a blue-striped shin at the
time.
Laughlin said the victim believes she
can identify the suspect if she sees him
again. -
Laughlin also said police believe the
suspect may live in the East Campus
complex.
Somerset Hall has placed signs
thnxighout the building warning resi-
dents to keep doors locked at all times
and to identify visitors before allowing
them into rooms.
Joan Fortin, resident director of
Somerset Hall, said her staff placed the
signs in the building to give advice to
all students-- misle and female — on
how to avoid crime.
The dormitory also held a crime-
prevention seminar Thursday night
which had been scheduled prior to the
assault.
UMaine parking ban is in effect
The-winter overnight parking ban at The University of Maine is in effect Nov. 1-
May I.
All faculty, staff and chmmuter parking areas on the campus are closed to
overnight parking during this period each year. No vehicles may be parked in these
lots between 1201- 6 a.m.
The ban is enforced by the UMaine Department of Public Safety, which asks the
cooperation of employees. snident and campus visitors. Vehicles parked in violation
of the ban will be subject to towing at the owner's expense.
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II4ews in Brief
•DALLAS (AP) — Hostile teen-agers are
likely to grow up to be adults who have high
cholesterol, according to al study that finds
new links between anger ahd heart trouble.
"People with high hostility at age 19 tend
to have high cholesterol Invels at 40," Dr.
Redford B. Williams or Duke University
said Wednesday.
TOKYO (AP) — Prince Charles of Brit-
ain celebrated his 42nd bl t 'ay Wednes-
day Iny urging Japanese but s leaders to
apply their long-term strai ,.s to saving
the world from environme: tal destruction.
thPrince Charles, heir to British throne,
was in Japan to attend the einthronement of
Emperor Akihito. ,
,
He also used to oer.asioa to appeal for
Japanese support for his BUsiness Leaders
Forum, a private initiative tes address global
business issues. I
BOSTON (AP) --- While black athletes
say sports help them get btcer grades and
stay in high school, a suivey shows too
many have unrealistic e pectations of
winning college scholarships and pro con-
tracts.
Fifty-nine percent of bl k high school
athletes queried by Louis -lams arvi As-
sociates expected to play ball in college; 43
percent said they could make it in the pros.
Only 39 percent of whites4hought they'd
get to play in college.
NEW YORK (AP) — Vederal savings
and loan regulators Wednesday filed claims
for $6.8 billion against Dxel Burnham
Lambert Inc. alleging the firm plundered
more than 40 failed thrifts through junk
bond dealings.
The filing in U.S. Bantruptcy Court
charges that the collapsed Wall Street in-
vestment bank engaged in brdlery, coercion,
extortion, fraud and other illegal activities
that created huge losses for lie savings and
loans.
BRUNSWICK, Maine(AJ
who claims she was raped
—A woman
by four Navy
men testified Wednesday at a closed-door
military hearing that could eventually lead
to court-martial proceedings against the
sailors. 1
The Article 32 hearingl the military
equivalent of a grand jury investigation,
was scheduled to continue ,day with the
defense presenting its 
witi
, the defense
present mg its witnesses.
. STELBE.N, Maine (AP) —+ Federal drug
agents on Wednesday raided a clandestine
laboratory that manufactuted methiun-
phetamine in this coastal towh and anetted
five people.
U.S. Attorney Richard C4hen said , the
five suspects were charged wjth conspiracy
to manufacture methampheamine at the
illegal lab in Steuben, near Milbridge in
Washington County.
Methamphetamine is a pow ul stimulant
known in the chug trade as "c " or "
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) f
 
The Navy
has agreed that it is subject t4 Maine envi-
ronmental laws and that fin" and fees, if
they are eventually levied, sljould amount
to more than $1 million, statelofficials said
today. .
TheI 
.
agreement is part of a 
cn
sent decree
thaeseldes most of the issue in the state's
lawsuit against the Navy st 
n
ming fri3m
violations of Maine's hazardo‘s-waste laws
at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard
Maine's southernmost town.
MOSCOW (AP) — Leningrad's City
Council voted today to begin wide-scale
food rationing Dec. 1 for the first time
since the Nazi blockadein World War H.
Leningrad Mayor Anatol y Sobchak, one
of the nation's leading reformist politi-
cians, pushed hard for the severe measure.
Without rationing, he warned the
council on Monday.
SAUDI (AP) — U.S. and Saudi forces
today began a six-day amphibious exer-
cise in the Persian Gulf, code named
"Imminent Thunder" and involving 1,000
U.S. Marines, 1,100 aircraft and 16 ships.
Iraq has termed the exercise a "pro-
vocative act" because it is being held
close to occupied Kuwait.
Also today, Syria and Egypt rejected a
proposed Arab summit on the Persian
Gulf crisis, effectively killing chances
for the gathering that Morocco's king
said was possibly the last chance for
peace.
NEW YORK (AP) — For the first time
in years, trees festooned with Christmas
light are to adorn Moscow's Rod Square.
Carols will sound alongside Kremlin
walls and cathedral bells will ring.
That is only part of an extended public
celebration organized by the Soviet-U.S.
Joint Conference on Charitable Cooper-
ation.
A, host of American and Soviet indi-
viduals and institutions are listed as par-
ticipants, ranging from the Bolshoi Bal-
let and Moscow Circus to Eastman Kodak ,
andthe Episcopal Church.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate
Ethics Committee today opened hearings
into the links between five senators and
the owner of a failed savings and loan,
with the panel's chairman bluntly telling
the lawmakers that many people believe
"you sold your office."
Four of the so-called Keating Five
looked on as Sen. Howell Heflin said,
"many of our fellow citizens apparently
believe that your services were bought
by Charles Keating, that you were bribed,
that You sold your office, that you traded
youi honor and your good names for
contt,ibutions and other benefits."
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — A state
agency identified 12 regions around
Maide Thursday where the search for a
low-level radioactive waste disposal site
will ,be concentrated, while Maine's
larg t
st s 
generator of the waste reiterated
its i , t in hosting the facility.
The 12 regions range in size from 10Cito
400 siq.uare miles and are scattered from
ArooStook County to the southern end of
the state. .
The', _ Maine Low level Radioactive
Waste Authority plans to screen those
regions further.
It plans next April to de?ignate "pre-
ferred candidate areas" of two to six
squat* miles each within all or most of
the 14, regions.
A !,
tha
stai
Co;
' (AP) Amid warnings
speed the demise of the
.ty farms, the Maine Milk
ssion voted Thursday to slash the
minunum prices paid to farmers by what
was described as the largest margin in
rY•
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•
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Diligence and determination win O'Diaa second seat
By Jody Myers
For the Campus
In a blaze of ads, signs, and perso ial
pleas, Election Day '90 came and went;
some candidates survived, and District
130 State Rep. John O'Dea, a Democrat,
was one of them.
So what kind of Representation did
U Maine end up with?
"John is a I iaison,"5.aid campaign man-
ager Billy Skelton of undergrad O'Dea,
who will complete a Political Science
Degree in December. "He warrs to make
it convenient for people, be it voting or
day-to-day things."
Most of the "day-to-day" things are not
usually publicized, such as a day-care
facility, O'Dea set up on election day, for
parents who wanted to vote, regardless of
their political preference. Or it's an-
swering a phone call from a sick woman
unable to travel, and driving back and
forth for 45 minute.s to secure proper
forms.
"People will vote. They really do care,"
O'Dea believes. "It's just that it's hard
for them to get out sometimes, and that'S
why we are here."
Going the extra mile does not stop for
O'Dea once the election is over, being
accessible to the citizens of District 130
is a full-time job.
"Sometimes people will call me if their
Social Security check is held up, or ir
they are having trouble registering their
car," ,O'Dea said. "I've had people call
me who are having problems with schoea
or who need information for research."
O'Dea said he can often clear up such
problems with a few phone calls. He feels
citizens should not have to deal with red
tape. and he is delighted to cut through it
The Whole idea is "convenience."
O'Dea stressed the importance of being
accessible. Sometimes his phone rings
John O'Dea and his dog, Lucy, pose for one of many campaign photographs.
30 times a day;•he tries to take every call.
Sources said O'Dea is prompt, aware,
and easy to catch up with.
Being in the state legislature is re-
warding for O'Dea, and the campaign
was "fun." He also spends much time on
campus attending performances at Maine
Center for the Arts, eating at the Bear's
Den, sitting in on student ,neetings. It
"keeps him in touch."
"I really like to run and ski when I have
time," said the Caribou native. "And train
my dog. It's great when you put time into
an animal, and they are well behaved.
CHIP'S VIDEO et VARIETY
99 PARK ST. CIROINO 866-7441
Largest Selection
of Videos in Town!!'
Cold Beverages
Chips,' Munchies, & More
New Releases :TotAl Recall
Hunt for Red 'October • lvtimi Blues
Ooming Nov. 7- lcky horror Picture Show
Present
student ID
NO LIMIT
OFFER
GOOD
until
Dec. 1,
1990 r
STUDENT SPECIAL OFFER
GOOD
Only at
Exit 46
621
Hammond
St.
Buy any footlong sub
and get your second
FREE* OpenLATE
7 days/week
"Second footiong sub must be equal or lesser price
You can take them everywhere."
O'Dea is hoping his dog Lucy will be
state certified as a search and resc dog
soon. He is training her to fine lost
articles and people. He is also pu uing
underwater detection, n here a do can
detect the presence of a body undertater,
just by being on the boat.
"Lucy gives me a good excuse to j st go
out in the woods by myself and hike
around ... or flyfish. I really love that part
of Maine ... just being out with Lucy is so
relaxing."
Noting that a sense of humor is a a s
helpful, he remembered earlier this fall
when Lucy waS used to find a lost person.
Instead, the dog discovered a couple
"lying down together" on a blanket in the
woods. "Lucy .Seeds to be trained more...
soon," said 0' bea of the incident.
Beyond being a student leader and an
outdoor sport fan, sources claimed that
O'Dea is a responsible and capable rep-
resentative. In a random telephone survey
of 10 on-campus and 10 off-carupus
students, O'Dea was viewed positively
by 18.
Two students in 20 did not recognize
him; 11 students in 20 had no idea who
his opponent, Ruth Dodge, was. Those
who knew her had no comment either
way.
"It's all in being accessible and recog-
nized," said campaign manager Skelton.
"How else are voters going to feel they
can come to him after the election?"
Before heading to Augusta as a state
representative two years ago, O'Dea was
vice president of Student Government,
president of Student Senate, and an Off-
Campus Board senator.
At the state house, he is an active Ed-
ucation Committee member. O'Dea also
devotes much time to the key issues of his
campaign: the environment and human
rights.
"Each year the 10 most urgent envi-
ronmental concerns are brought before
the house ... be it clean air or recycling or
whatever, I have congistently been in
favor... It means a lot." This year, O'Dea
voted for cleaning up the environment
100 percent of the time.
O'Dea has other concerns. "You call it
women's rights? Fine, that's OK, I call it
'human rights'. No government has the
right to choose when a woman is con-
sidering abortion. That's it."
He warned that in the next two years,
See O'DEA on page 7
New Co !rig Attraction
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Cutler Health Center
Cholesterol Screening
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Eduction Program
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C1IC Laboratory
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Appointmen are for 1 hour duration
Blood samples are by finger stick or venipuncture
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GSS debates, yet passes full slate of resolutions
By Stephanie Taylor
Staff Writer
After much debate among senators, all
resolutions were approved during the
General Student Senate meeting Tuesday
evening.
A resolution was passed to allocate
$500 for dues to the University. of Maine
Organization of Student Governments.
UMOSG, made up of the student Board
of Trustees representative and the student
body presidents from the seven UMaine
campuses, serves as the state governing
council for the UMaine System.
Off-Campus Senator Mike Morin said
the student government should not give
money to a group that hasn't done any-
thing.
"UMOSG has a lot of potential, but has
yet to accomplish anything," Morin said.
East Campus Area Senator Brent Lit-
tlefield said the money should be avail-
able to UMOSG so it can reach its lull
potential.
An act was passed to send a letter to the
Orono Town Council and Old Town City
Council regarding current landlord/tenant
disagreements.
Off-Campus Seinator Rick Jackson said
the student senate should persuade the
two councils to sponsor laws to prevent
landlords from demanding six month:s
rent in advance and to push landlords to
respond to tenants' repair requests.
"We need to put pressure on the towns
to improve landlord/tenant relations," said
Gannett Hall Senator Andy Favreau.
An act was passed to allocate $2,000 to
the University Singers for their spring
tour.
In the past, the money forhe tour was
provided through the musi department,
but due to budget cuts the honey is no
longer available.
Favre,au said the Singer rach thou-
sands of people' on their Jsjwing tour,
herving as excellent public rlations for
the university.
The Singers travel dowre4st. putting
on concerts for area high slh3xls.
Morin was concerned th all $2,000
was going to be used for trivl
In the Executive Budge ommittee
guidelines, only $900 can be allocated
for travel expenditures.
1Daniel Williams, a men' ier of the
Singers, said the money wits also being
,used to organize the tour.
An act was approved toi provide the
To:
From:
Subject:
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE SYSTEM
Robert t. Woodbury, Chancellor 107 Maine Ayenue Bangor, Maine 04401-1805 247-1947-0336
Members of the University of Maine Community
Robert I. Woodbury
Presidential Review
The University of Maine System Presidential Review lirocess is a Board of Trustees function conducte1 y the
Chancellor in behalf of the Trustees. It consists of Informal, annual reviews as well as a five year cyc i al
formal review. The five year review calls for the use of external consultants experienced in the variciuS
aspects of higher education administration. As President Lick starts his fifth year as the President of the
University of Maine, the formal review of his presidency is now beginning. Like all such reviews the'report
to the Board will be confidential, but the process is intended to include wide representation in the
University community.
Assisting us in the review are Dr. Claire A. Van Ummersen, Chancellor of the University system of Nev'
Haripshire, and Dr. William J. Tietz, President, Montana State University and Chair of the 1988 visi g
team for the University of Maine's NEASC accreditation. We have made arrangements for them to v sft the
University of Maine, November 27 and 28, 1990. Theiconsultants would like to chat with as many eop1e as
possible during their campus visit. In preparation for the conversations, perhaps it might be useful t share
with you the major purposes of the review:
a. to provide an opportunity for the president to reflect on Institutional goals and prior t-
to assess leadership in relation to the achievement of and progress toward these goal
c. to identify areas for attention that could enhance the quality of leadership and;
d. to asses leadership in responding to thOse internal and external factors which impact
performance.
Mrs. Carole Gardner will be coordinating the campus sichedule for the consultant's visit. Open forums with
tathew co ,ultants are as follows: '
- duate Student Open Forum, Tuesday, 11/27, 2:30 p.m., 110 little Hall
Professional Employee Open Forum, Tuesday, 11/27, 2:30p.m., 140 Little Hall
Undergraduate Student Open Forum, Tuesday, .11/27, 7:00p.m., 100 Neville Hall
Classified Employees Open 1Forum, Wednesday, 11/28, 9:30a.m., FFA Room
Faculty Open Forum, Wednesday, 11/28, 2:15p.m., 120 Little Hall
I understand that schedules are such that it may be difficult for some of you to meet with either Dr. f i tz or
Dr. Van Ummersen. PleaSe feel free to write Dr. Tietz at Montana State University, Bozeman, MT 59i7, or
Dr. Van Ummersen at University of New Hampshire System Office, Dunlap Center, Durham, NH 03124, if
you wish to provide commenrelative to President Lick's leadership of the University of Maine.
Thank you very much for your cooperation and assistance in this Important undertaking. Please knqw that
your observations and comments will remain confidential to the process.
University Volunteer Ambulance Cor-
poration with a budget of $2,500.
Kennebec Hall Senator CJ. Cote said
UV,AC needs the money to continue its
services through the school year.
UVAC had $130 left in its budget be-
fore receiving the $2,500.
UVAC has also received $5,650 from
Cutler' Health Center for their budget this
year.
An aict to allocate $285 to Circle K for
regisnation fees to their fall training con-
ferenue was passed.
Circle K is an international service or-
ganization that does service projects on
campus and in the community.
Off-Campus Senator Brian Pike was
concerned that this request should have
been anode when club budgets were ap-
proved in October.
Theft continued from page I
e local police.
, After several calls to the home, Zubik
said McElwain confessed to being in
possession of most of the stolen items.
McElwain has since returned all the
items, and some additional items are still
at -UMPD because no one reported the
items stolen.
If convicted on all charges, McElwain
faces up to 37 years in prison, $20,500 in
fines, or both.
"No crime occurs in a. vacuum," said
Zubik. •"Somebody other than the per-
petrator knows about a crime.
"If people would just let us know (about
crimes they witness), we'd be a lot more
effective."
Abortion continued from page 1
abortion. ,
"Seeking an abortion was one af the
most difficult decisions of my life, it was
also one of the most 'moral decisions I
have m* in my life."
In ordr to be granted an abortion,
Michehnan had to be judged mentally
unbalaralted and her husband had to be
found tirl give his consent.
Floral
A_)sign
I till St I t I IOW
Roses 8 / 95
Pe,-
Carnations 8 9'5
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Administrator retains confidence in
By Peter Jackson
Associated Press Writer
LEWISTON, Maine (AP) — City offi-
cials Wednesday released a special in-
vestigator's report citing numerous errors
of judgment by police officers involved
in a stakeout that lixt to the fatal stabbing
of a convenience-store clerk, but said no
decisions had made on potential disci-
plinary action.
The report, among other things, says
the department had no policy for sur-
veillance operations or the use of civilians
in them. It also says it was unclear
whether the victim, Melissa Roy, un-
derstood the potential danger she faced
in helping police try to foil a robbery
when she was slain Sept. 20.
Mayor James P Howaniec and City
Administrator Robert J. Mulready
stressed ttkat they retained full confidence
in the department. And special ounsel
George S. Isaacson, the author of the
report, said he had been impressed by the
department's "overall professionalism
and effectiveness."
"It would be a very serious error to
overgeneralize the criticisms contained
in this report," said Isaacson, a Lewiston
lawyer who called in an expert in police
'administration from the University of
Oklahoma to help evaluate the factual
findings of the depart nent's internal in-
vestigation.
Police Chief Laurent F. Gilbert Sr: and
Mulready said they would. decide on any
disciplinary actions in seven to 10 days.
"Nothing's been ruled in, nothing's been
ruled out," the chief said.
Roy's sister, Lisa Li, who attended the
news conference along with other family
members, said the report made clear that
the pole "botched the whole operation"
but dismissed as an attempt to "smooth it
over."
"I think it's just a crock," Li said.
The early-morning slaying at The Big
Apple store in Main Street, near the
Lewiston FairgroundS, provoked an an-
gry outcry from residents who demanded
an explanation why the 20-year-old Roy
had been allowed to remain alone in the
store when police had been tipped in
advance an armed robbery was planned.
A Lewiston man, Henry Guay, 25, was
arrested minutes after the slaying and is
being held without bail on charges of
murder and robbery. No trial date has
been set, Gilbert said.
The case against Guay so far has been
built largely on the testimony of Roger
Cyr, 34, who tipped police about the
planned robbery and was in the car with
Guay when he was arrested. No charges
have been filed against Cyr, who the
report said had provided information to
police previously in drug cases.
Two police officers, Lt. Gerard Baril
anctSgt. William Welch, were placed on
administrative leave with pay the day
ofter the stabbing. Their status will remain
unchanged pending any disciplinary ac-
tion, Gilbert said.
Nearly half of Isaacson's report is de-
voted to a detailed account of events that
occurred in the hours leading up to the
stabbing. Also included are individual
Black Bear Count Store
Movies- Munchies & More!!! 1
Tues. & Wed. Videos only 99c
1O° discount on all videos w.'sttident ID
All beer on sale!
Open every Day 761 Stillwater Ave. Old Town 8
27-6902
CASINO CONCERTS & 104.71m
4
PRESENT
TaNtor
Da Tne
and special guest... "The Party"
LIVE IN CONCERT
FRIDAY, NOV. 30, 1990 -8 P.M.
BANGOR AUDITORIUM
All Seats Reserved $15.50
Tickets Available at 'Bangor Auditorium box
 Office
By Phone, 407-941-9711
Country Accents- Bangor L
es Walls T.V.- Bangor & Ellsworth.
Maryanne's Market- Medwa7'v Jolca's 
Beverage- Waterville '
A CASINO CiT•rdlifriitiiisucrun
critiques of the actions of the five officers
most directly involved in the stakeout
and recommendations for improving de-
partmeotal training and procedures.
Among the highlights of the report:
Lewiston police lack any policy,
"written or otherwise, about the conduct
of stakeout operations or the use of ci-
vilians in police enforcement activities,"
even though there are written policies to
protect female undercover officers pos-
ing as prostitutes.
The investigators were unable to de-
termine "whether and to what extent the
officers briefed Ms. Roy on the possible
dangers inherent in the operation, or
whether she was informed by the police
that she was free to refuse to take part in
the operation."
Bard, the shift commander when the
incident occurred, made "a serious un-
derestimation of the real potential for
violence" when he decided to set up the
stakeout, apparently because a check of
Guay's rtcdrds showed no history of
violent crime.
Based on that "fundamental misappre-
hension," the report says, Baril failed to
order adequate precautions to protect Roy.
For example, he considered and rejected
the possibility of placing an officer inside
the store. Although Roy was provided
with an alarm, she would have had to pull
a monotilament line hanging behind the
counter to activate it, the report says.
Baril, who also was criticized for fail-
ing to clearly assume or delegate re-
sponsibility for executing the stakeout,
declining to comment Wednesday.
THE ONE, ONLY,
/ et GAND ORIGINALN
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Herbert Saucier, who was the shift
cormhander when police received the
firt of several calls from Cyr the previ-
mils afternoon and evening, failed to
p4inlptiy begin making plans for re-
tothe robbery plan.
ancier also declined to comment on
ti* rP°rt•
,pV4lch, who had been the senior officer
o the scene during the stakeout antd had
b4ei monitoring the rear of thelttore,
his marked cruiser more than 800
friet!away even though suitable hiding
p acieti could be found much closer.
rite reports also faulted Welch for
failing to exercise supervisory authority
over Officer Michael Parshall. Parshall
dbeen dispatched to the scene to cover
the front of the store but ended up du-
liciating Welch's surveillance behind ithie the front went unguarded because
cif What the report described as a "general
titilure of communication."
!Attempts to reach Welch and Parshall
Woe unsuccessful.
Isnacson acknowledged in the report
tight. 
a* his analysis had the benefit of hind-
! "'Any after-the-fact assessment of events
Is Subject to the criticism that it imposes
entealistic expectations on human beings
Who were forced to make decisions in
ieal-world situations," he said. "In this
instance, however, special counsel has
'Made a considered effort to evaluate these
events within appreciation and sensitivity
!to the context in which they occurred and
ihais taken into account the pressure under
iwhich police officers work."
SHOW
Here's all you do... 
I) Select a song from i list of hundreds of
oldies, rock-n-roll, classica, top 40, rap,
country tiul more.
2) We provide frridsj microphones, sound,
 
stage, and c free cassette recording.
UNION
BOARD
3) SING It's all for fun so your
singing a ility doesn't matter
Saturda November 17th
9 p.m. in the Damn iYanke
10;..11'• „11.11
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Cuts,, economy top BOT's Monday agenda
By Marc Rancourt
Staff Writer
Conccrn over the current economic
situation and the possibility nf further
cutbacks in the University of Maine's
$351.8 million budget covering the 1991-
93 bi-
ennium
was ex-
'Agenda
pressed at the Board of Trustees meeting -
Monday in Farmington.
David T. Flanagan, chancellor of the
ROT, said "It looks like the eeonomy is
doing more poorly than expected. There
are going to have to be cutba4s in gov-
ernment expenditures."
UMaine has already been focced to cut
$9.6 million over the 1991-93 biennium.
Seven million dollars was cut ti-om fiscal
year 1991-92, leaving $2.6 million to be
cut in fiscal y:.-ar 1992-93.
The BOT requested a $59.6 million
increasein state educational and general
money 'for the fiscal year 1992-93.
Further cutbacks due to the declining
economic sitaation in the $59.6 million
budget for the fiscal year 1992-93 will
severely hamper student services, ac-
cording to Flanagan.
"The university already took more than
its share of cats," Flanagan said. "We
can't take anymore cuts in terms of
meeting student servir:es."
Flanagan said that Ill vlaine ' s budget for
the fiscal year 1992-93 is too important
for the HOT to handle alone.
Parentg, friends, and staden t s need to be
Education who is experienced in research
and evaluation. .
The center will be self-siipporting as
additionta grants are generfited.
The DMA center, whicli received a
$300,000 grant from thel Annenburg
Corporation for Public fitroadcasting
Project, will provide a Miodel for in-
structional and support serfiee develop-
ment, which demonstrates iOw a variety
of technologies, one being t CI interactive
television system, can be kmbined to
deliver high quality educ. Io students
-s who reside in rural areas and are geo-
graphically dispersed.
The interactive television system offers
40 college courses broadcast live each
semester to students at 77 locations across
the state.
Fred Hurst, director of Interactive
Television, said the purpose of the center
is to "help faculty members integrate
different technologies so they can teach
at a distance."
The center will be staffed by three in-
dividuals.
Aerobil video designed
11 r students
TACOMA, Wash. "I was dis-
mayed at the lack of ae ties videos
for physically fit colle ;estudenis,"
said Susan Westeringrobitlin-
structor at Pacific Luti4eran UnOer-
sity here.
Westering recently r !timed "ol-
lege Power Workout.' Is video that
filba void in the aerobii market.
"The video is on the ig edgie of
aerobics because'ii! us •:robich;in-
Lmval trai ning," said V &Ting. The
L-aining incorporates ek toning
throughout the rewil • -rki-nO.
Designed for botk men and wom-
en, the video "does not involve any
daricey-s,tep moves," said Doug Nel-
son, one of six men in the workout
tape. Six women are also featured.
The video includes both high- and
low- impact aerobics and sets time
limits fix-beginner, intermediate and
advanie levels.
Westering Oyes edu'eational fitness
tips throughout the workoitt.
The tape runs 78 minutes, and costs
$24.65.
To order call (206) 535-7665.
in contact with legislators, sign petitions,
and express their concern so UMaine
does receive the full $59.6 million bud-
get increase that the BOT proposed.
The BOT will be meeting with Gov.
John McKernan to present their side as to
why UMaine should receive the full $59.6
million budget increase.
McKernan will hear their argument and
present a budget to the legislature which
he feels will meet both UMainc's needs
and the current economic situation.
"We need to convince the governor that
we need every dime," said George W.
Wood III, chair of the BOT finance
committee. "We sit down with the gov-
ernor and show him why we need it."
Flanagan said that mudents should show
active participation aga: nst further bud-
get cuts since they will benef t from the
situation directly.
Another part of the agenda approved at
the BOT meeting was the establishment
of two privately-funded centers, one at
the University of Southern Maine and the
other at the University of Maine at Au -
gusta.
The Center for Applied Research and
Evaluation at USM, which received a
grant from the Portland-based UNUM
Corp., was set up to help Maine educators
develop innovative methods to improve
teacher education.
James Storer, BOT member, said "the
center will be assisting public school
systems in making them abetter system."
The USM center will be directed by a
current member of USM's College of
RA INFORMATIION SESSIONS SCHEDULE
FOR SPRING 1991 POSITIONS INLY
Date
Tuesday, November 27
Wednesday, November 28
Thursday, November 29
Time
4:00 - 5:00 p.m.
7:00 - 8:00 p.m.
5:00 - 6:00 p.m.
ALL students must attend an information
obtain an application and to be considered for
The sessions are for both on-campus and,off.ta
Students must attend the entire session from beginning to e
WE ENCOURAGE STUDENTS FROM ALL MA,
The information sessions for the Fall 1991 positions will Ii
The specific dates and times will be advertised during the fir
Location
South Campus
Penobscot Main Lounge
West Campus
Wells Lounge
East Campus
Hilltop Conference Room
sion to
an interview.
OS students.
(a0proximately 1 hour)
QRS TO APPLY,
e scheduled in January.
week of classes in January.
DEPARTMENT OF RESIDENT1 4 LIFE
••,•"'
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South African show pleases MCA crowd
By Frank Spurr
Staff Writer
If the United States finds itself looking
for alternative power resources, it may
decide to harness the energy emitted by
the cast of "Sarafina."
"Sarafina" mesmenzed a sold-out crowd
at the Maine Center for the Arts Tuesday
evening with dazzling costumes, chore-
ography, and tight vocal harmonies. When
combined with charismatic acting and
strong African rhythms, the production
soared and brought the audience to its
feet in exhilaratiort "Sarafina" is set in
Soweto, South Africa and depicts young
students who question the lessons they
learn in school, such as why they must
learn about England, a country very far
away.
It dramatizes the various frustrations
that the children of the school face, from
the beatings by whites, to the massacres
O'Dea is back in
District 130 House
seat
continued from page 3
states will be called upon to settle the
abortion debate.
O'Dea does not believe that Maine can
afford to take away women's choices.
"It's a vote of conscience," said this
campaign manager.
O'Dea has come under fire bcfore for
his "vote of conscience."
He has been criticized for chairing a
committee that looks into how UMaine is
spending its money. Some claim he is
attacking administration.
"It is not an attack on anyone," said
O'Dea. "It is not even 'checking up'. on
anyone. It is simply a safety. When iany
institution deals with millions of dollars,
the Student needs to know what is going
on.
Whether the legislature is in session or
out, O'Dea dedicates most of his year to
making sure District 130 "knows what's
going on."
He described himself as a Maine citizen
speaking up for other Maine citizens.
When considering what determines a
winner, O'Dea was thoughtful. "You need
a positive attitude ... a sense of humor.
always." He maintained that patience is
priceless.
What happens now?
After the pre-election stress; uncer-
tainty, lack of sleep, limited private rime,
after the phone calls have died down to a
mere 15 Li day, will he be glad not to have
people beat down his door?
-1 want people to beat down my door,"
O'Dea said. "That's just it. My job is to
be ready to have someone beat down my
door, then give them a voice in govern-
ment." The only bad part of the jet is
seeing voters' indiffetence.
, District 130 voters elected a student
comfortable on campus and in the state
house.
He believes in the environment. human
rights, and a day when more citizens will
vote for something they care about, re-
gardless of his viewpoint.
Some people say they like this kind of
representation in government. Most Voted
that way.
ams
• 
inflicted on those who speak out for free-
dom.
A character named SPence recites a tale
in which his father is questioned by drunk
soldiers. The soldiers beat his father and
throw him to guard dogs who bite him
and tear his pants. The father comes
home to his family without pants and
bloody.
The monologue was particularly mov-
ing as it revealed the agony which ac-
companies the violence that touches ev-
eryone's life.
When a guard fires a machine-gun at a
crowd of students, the violence hits home
once again. With similated grave-digging
and a muted trumpet playing a funeral
march, the students sadly conclude that
"There is no more hope for peace." The
show segues beautifully into "Give Us
Power" sung by a priest and the compa-
ny. The priest asks why America and
Great Britain have sold too many guns to
the South African government "tio kill
our children." This question motivates
the students and the show's pace increases
accordingly.
The cast sings and dances in the rqusing
and uplifting "Freedom is Coming To-
morrow." They form a circle and raise
their fists in the air and this, combined
with the lights and the powerful music,
sent chills up my spine.
In the second act, the young stUdents
decide to present a play within al play,
based on Nelson Mandela's rettiming
home and meeting his people on the day
of liberation.
Sarafina, played by 20-year-old Leleti
Khumalo, is to play Mandela. Knumalo
shined in the title role all evening'. as her
charismatic smile and wonderful voice
dominated a stage filled with exhiiherant
actors and actresses. Her dancing was
sparkling throughout the show bin par-
ticularly toward the end when tht com-
pany dances several native dances in
tribal attire. She seemed to relish the
audience's enthusiasm and her perfor-
mance got stronger as the evening pro-
gressed.
Also standing out in this production
was Crocodile, played by Dumisani
Dlamini. Dlamini's dancing was dynamic
as he performed high leaps and flips
effortlessly. It was little wonder that he
was also the dance captain of for the
company.
Sarafina was an inspiring production
which celebrated the hopes and dreams
of an oppressed people. In an age when
freedom is occurring everywhere in the
world, the special appeal of this show is
universal. The exhuberance of the per-
formance Tuesday night at the MCA
indicates the will and desire which- our
youth must possess in order for all persons
to be free. It was a ray of hope in these
uncertain times.
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• Worldwide, there are 40 million DOS PC's in use compared to million Macintosh 
PC's.
• IBM has placed more DOS PC's than any other cqmpany in the world.
• Windows 3.0tm Graphical Interface (the most eag4rly awaited software product of 1990)
comes preloaded with every IBM bundle.
• IBM offers worldwide technical support through oi*Authorized Dealers so that dur
ing the
summer months and after you graduate you can be assured of continued supp
ort.
II1Shouldn't you be preparing for the REAL WORLD!!!
.....Your "REAL WORLD" Choice....
$39.63*
IBM P5/2 30-286
80286 processor
MB memory
30MB fixed disk drive-(1.44mg)
3.5 inch diskette drive
8512 VGA Color Display
swivel
DOS 4.0
Microsoft Windows 3.0
$43.22*
IBM PS/2 30-286
80286 processor
1MB memory
30MB fixed disk drive
3.5 inch diskette drive-(1. rrig)
8513 VGA Color Display-tilriswivel
DOS 4.0
Microsoft Windows 3.0
Microsoft Word for Windowls
hDC Windows Utilities
ZSoft Soft Type
$56.44*
IBM PS/2 5,5SX
80386sx processor
2MB memory
30MB fixed disk srive
3.5 inch diskette drive-(1.44ing)
851,13 VGA Color display-tilt/
DOS 4.0
Microsoft Windows 3.0
Microsoft Word for Windows
hDC Windows Utilities
ZSoft Soft Type
List price $3,582 List price $4,201 List Price $
5,201
U. Maine Price $1,699 U. Maine Price $1853 U. Maine Price $
2,420
All software is preloaded on your computer. Simply turn or your co
mputer and you are ready to go.
(Nothing is easier,
'Per nionth for 60 manths, includes all applicable charges an
 Sales tax. The IBM PS/2 Loan for Learning
program has an 11.5% interest rate. No money down. No pre yment penalties
. For more information, or
to place an order, please htact:
Jay Henderson or Marc
Microcomputer Resource
11 Shibles Hall
 
 
(207) 381-2569
Computing & Instru'abnalTechnology
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Bush and Congressional
leaders clash over war-making
By Terence Hunt
AP White House Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) 4— President
Bush clashed Wednesday With leaders of
Congress trying to limit hi. war-making
powers but assured anxious , lawmakers
he has not decided to use trOtary force to
push Iraqi troops out of Kitwait.
In a two-hour meeting4 Democratic
leaders insisted that Bush , must seek
congressional approval before taking
military Wiwi in the Persian Gulf. He
refused to give any such gnarantee.
"The president did riot indicate either a
commitment to do that or Irefusal to, do
that," Senate Majority Lender George
Mitchell said later.
Secretary of State James A. Baker III
said Bush would follow the Constitution,
but he pointedly added, "Ifs a question
of what the Constitution iiires."
While acknowledging th
gress has the authority to
t only Con-
declare war,
Baker said, "There are many, many cir-
cumstances and situations indeed where
there could be action t4ken against
American citizens or agai st American
interests that would call for Very prompt
and substantial response." ;
Reading from his notes of die meeting,
House Minority Leader Rtibert Michel,
quoted Bush as faying, "We
haven't crossed any partictular Rubicon
here" with the latest increise.
For his own part, Michel said, "I don't
look for the kind of action 4 Some people
are anticipating, real soon We want to
continue to counsel with r allies" and
the United Nations.
However, Michel said he Was "a little
distressed" that some participants in the
meeting with Bush had spoken of wait-
ing up to 18 months for sanctions against
Iraq to take full effect. He said that was
"far beyond the time frame I thonght
appropriate."
Rep. David Obey, D-Wis., said Dem-
ocrats were unanimous in; counseling
patience.
"How long are you wi1lin o wait it out
to sa,. e lives? My answer is, a fair amount
of time."
Baker said the sanctions are working
but might not be enough to force an Iraqi
withdrawal. "I don't think we can say
that today with certainty. We know they
are beginning to bite," Baker said.
Some lawmakers, including Senate
Republican Leader Bob Dole, have called
for a special session of Congress to vote
on: the gulf crisis, but that proposal ap-
penird dead Wednesday. "There is no
support for it on either side," Senate
Foreign Relations Chairman Claiborne
Pell, 13-12.1., said as he left the White
House.
Rep. Williom Broomfield, R-Mich.,
senior Republican on the House Foreign
Affairs Committee, said there was a bi-
partisan agreement that "it would be just
poor judgment to have it right now."
Sen., Jesse Helms, R-N.C., said the
campaign against Iraqi President Sadd-
am Hussein already has been damaged
by the arguments about the president's
ability to commit American forces to
war.
"If I was Saddam Hussein, I would be
doifig handsprings of joy," Helms said.
Baker, at a briefing for reporters. said
he hoped the nation could send a "con-
sistent and uniform signal." Referring to
the debate over gulf policy, Baker said,
"Someone said one time that democracy
can sometimes be messy and indeed that's
true.
"And I suppose it is easier to some
extent in situations like this to operate as
he (Saddam) does by way of dictatorship,"
Baker said.
"There is a genuine and substantial
debate between the executive and legis-
lative branches of this government and
has been for quite some time about
whether or not the War Powers Act, for
• instance, IS constitutional," Baker said.
"We think there are provisions in there
that are ;clearly unconstitutional."
Baker 'refused to elaborate on his pledge
that Bush would abide by the Constitu-
tion.
See WAR on page 16
The Moun4in Bike Repair Specialists
MAIN ST.
MOUNTAIN BIKE
15% loff all 1990 bikes in stock
20% off all bike accessories
City and Mountain Bikes starting at $187
Used Mount4in Bikes available:
APO- Giant Boulder —1.X Equipped
1989 Specializedi--equipped w/many goodies
Tue-Fri 1 pi a.m.-6 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m-2 p.m.
Call for more details and for info. on other bikes
27 No. Main St Old Town, Me 04468 • 827-02(X) 
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. ▪ Can't be with friends from school on New
• Year's Eve? Celebrate a little early..
"I wish it were
New Year's Even
•
• 11 •
1 a Semi-formal
Dance
Saturday, December 1, 1990
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union
Cash Bar NOD
$6.00 Admission
•
••
•
•
•
: Look for tickets on sale in the Union':
November 26-30, 1990
Sponsored by: U Maine Circle K ••
1
18 Mill Street Orono
866-3550
DAILY DISCOUNT SPECIALS
$1.00 oft Foot long - 500 off 6"
good on deliveries and eat-in
SUN.- Lobster, Crab, Tuna
MON.- Spicy Italian, Cold Cut Combo
TUES.- Meatball, Steak & Cheese
WED.- Ham & Cheese, Roast Beef, Turkey
THUR.- BMT,Club
FRI.- Turkey 4t Bacon, BLT
SAT.- Chicken Fajita, BBQ Pork
"Double Stamps on Your Subway Card"
Sunday - Thursday 7:00-11:00 p.m.
(in store only)
Delivery Hours:
Sunday - Thursday 7:00 p.m.- 11:00 p.m.
Friday- Saturday 7:00 p.m.- 1:00 a.m.
500 delivery charge on orders under $5.00
No Deliveries During Vacation Periods
 clip St save 
ce,
s•
t'
•
' • •
S.
•
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Melissa: Portrait of an anorexic
By Bridget Soper
Staff Writer
Melissa weighs 109 lbs., but she used to
%,„'eigh 84 lbs. She is 20 years old and has
had anorexia nervosa for six years.
She has been hospitalized at least six
times since she was 15years old for being
severely underweight and depression.
Anorexia nervosa is a condition char
acterizcd by an intense preoccupation
with food, combined with an irrational
fearofbecoming fat, according to materiel
from tie American College Health As-
sociation.
Characteristics usually displayed by ;in
anorexic person- include: a quick loss af
at least25 percent of original body weight.
distorted body image, extreme dieting or
excessive exercising, loss of menstrua-
tion, depression, chronic low self-esteem,
and constant weighing.
. "I didn't know that I had started. I had
lost all kinds of weight. At first, I'd do it
to get back at my parents and then I I ikeid
the way I looked," Melissa said.
A typical meal for Melissa, when she
first began dieting was, an english mu ftin
for the entire day. .
To keep the weight off Melissa used
syrup of ipecac to induce vomiting befote
any food she had eaten was absorbed into
her body.
"I'd ose my bike," Melissa said. "I lived
in Milford, about four miles from town.
Frequently. I'd ride way out to Costigen
whichis 10 miles both ways. Even if late
anything. it would be gone in a short
.Induced vomiting, laxative abuse and
overexercising, are common ways for
people with eating disorders to keep
weight off. ,
Eating disorders have different name,
and different symptoms.
Anorexia nervosa, bulimia, and com-
pulsive eating are the names of the most
common forms of eating disorders.
Compulsive eating is binging, bulimia
is hinging and purging, and anorexiai is
starving.
Purging is an attempt to rid the body bf
food and calories after eating by vomit-
ing, using laxatives, diuretics, and
compulsive exercise.
Hinging involves eating massive
amounts of focid, often 1000 calories Or
more ,in one sitting, and stopping only
becauise of stomach pain, interrupt ion ,or
sleep.
Starvation is a deliberate reduction of
all food intake to extremely low levels.' A
person who is starving themselves Will
eat only 500-800 calories a daT, or the
equivtialent of a Big Mac.
-Wien I first started, I was just anorexic.
I remember that I rode my bike a lot."
Mehasa said. "I just stopped e.11 ing
completely. I'd go to school all kla) and
not eta and then move my food artaind
de plate so it would look like "had eaten
something." „.
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manna'
of Mental Disorders defines a person as
anorexic if they,ltave an intease fear' of
becoming fat.
'Mitt fear does not lessen as they lose
weiglu. and anorexics claim to feet !fat
eveniif they are emaciated, (have lost at
least p..5 percent of original bcxfy waight),
and lefuse to maintain the normal body
weight for their body build.
---•110011,10111"- •••,,
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Current studies indicate that 90 percent
of people with anorexia are women and it
occurs from the teenage years through
the thirties. ,
Anorexia is not just about severe weight
loss. A patient who gains weight is not
necessarily cured.
The longer someone has anorexia, the
higher the likelihood of permanent
damage.
Anorexia has many side effects in-
cluding loss of menstruation. According
Other physical symptoms incliide:
constipation, dry skin, brittle nails, and
thinning hair.
Treatment of anorexia is not effetitive
until the anorexic is ready to admit there
is u problem. In many cases, anorexics
are forced into therapy by their f 'ly
and friends.
Hospitalization of anorexics occur hen
there is evidence of weight loss of ore
than 30 percent over three months, nd/
or severe depression or suicide ris
"I have chest pains and an irregular heart beat. There is very littl fat
around my heart from not enough food."
-- Melissa, a girl suffering from anorexia nentqsa
to Michael Pertschuch, director of the
Eating Disorder Clinic at the University
of Pennsylvania, the loss of menstruation
occurs before any noticeable weight loss.
Women need a fat level of about 25
percent to menstruate normally.
Because a person who is dieting severely
is starving, their body takes protein from
muscles and vital organs for energy.
Heart failure can occur because the
heart muscles weaJcen, pulse slows, and
the heartbeat is irregular.
"I have chest pains and an irregular
heart beat. There is very little fat around
my heart from not enough food." Melissa
said.
Fine, downy hair, called Lanugo hair,
frequently grows on the body as an attempt
to make up for the lack of thermal pad-
ding.
During hospitalization, anorexic are
encouraged to change their attitude and
eating habits.
Melissa has been hospitalized six times,
once at the Augusta Mental Health I nsti-
tute and five times at Eastern isilaine
Medical Center's B-5 ward.
"I was hospitalized the first time hen
I was 15 years old, in B-5. I went for
real low weight and depression. was
there two weeks," Melissa said.
When she was 17, she was in AMlifflor.
six months. I,
She had to remain in the hospitali until
she had gained an expectable percehtage
of body weight. i
To help Melissa gain weight, she was
forced fed through a tube for a week,
"I think it made me worse. The were
all these people around me who idn't
nesty before you get caught. 
want to get better. Some girls swallowed
Monopoly pieces to kill themselves,"
Melissa said.
After an anorexic is released from a
hospital, she is put into outpatient treat-
ment which consiats of family counsel-
ing, individual psYehotherapy, and nutri-
tional therapy. The counselors attempt to
show the anorexic that the problem is in
behavior and not weight.
Anorexia is diftqcult to cure and few
anorexics are ever cured. The New En-
gland Journal of Medicine estimates that
nine percent of anerex ics die of starvation
and between two percent and five percent
commit suicide.
Two years after recovery, one-fourth of
anorexics do not regain 75 percent of
normal body weight.
"lam afraid of dying. I have chest pains
and they mean you could have a heart
attack. Some days are worse than others,"
said Melissa.
Melissa's normal body weight ranges
between 138 lbs. to 154 lbs., and she.
currently weighs 109 lbs.
"It is hard to gaici weight. Pan of me
doesn't want to and I can't. It has been
two years since my last hospitalization.
This last year, Lhave been trying hard to
gain weight," Melissa said.
. The AC HA says eating disorder s can be
cured with medical and psychological
counseling, but first the person must want
help.
"The longer you're in, the harder it is to
get out. Get help as soon,as you'can,"
advises Melissa.
M. tax Amnesty ends December 31. You can countJie days for yourseif, But if you or
yo I. lisiness still owes the State back taxes- and you ddntt file for Amnesty by the deadline-
you count on owing a lot more.
nesty lets you pay what you owe, plus just ha f the aqcrued interest, with no
add al fines or penalties. And no questions asked. ,
But if you don't take advantage of this one-time chance, a sophisticated new computer
tracking system will make sure. you don't get away with 't wherher you 014/filidividual Maine
income tax...sales., tax or wtthholding tax from your bus ss...clr other statitaxes.
When you're Caught, the penalties will be t4ughet than ever, With substantially
increased fines, and one of the t poWerful levy and seizure
laws anywhere. That mean tie taxes you owe- along will all
interest and fines- can be aken directly out of' your bank
accounLor your weekly p 4heck..or your propertycan he
seized and sold.
So seize the day and get rinesty now. ..or we might just
seize a lot more later.
ENDS DECE I III R 311
11 -800-6q 66
•
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Students, the
expendable factor
The University ;of Maine has forgotten part of its
mission. 1
It has forgotten that students are an important part of the
mission of UMaine -- indeed, probably the most important
part.
Economically hard times have hit the campus, and the
students of UMaine havie had to foot the bill, both literally
and figuratively. i •
Tuition went up over 12 percent in one semester. Room
and board rates went uP, too. Indications are tuition will
continue to skyrocket, arid room and board rates will rise, in
part to subsidize SuperNet 2000, the new telecommunica-
tions system being installed on campus.
Despite these increases, faculty have been cut. Class
sections are less in number and larger in size.
Your quality of education is compromised as a result.
What can students do to regain control of a situation
that's threatening their academic livelihood?
Demonstrations. Organizations. Political action. Let-
ters to the Editor.
There is no student apathy at UMaine. People do care.
There is, however, a lack of leadership. No one has
stepped forward to defend students in their time of need.
Vft students are the expendable factor on this campus,
and we'll stay that way Until we unite, and stand up for what
we need And what we deserve.
UMaine's no fun
There's no place like tome, the old saw goes.
How true for the coming Thanksgiving vacation.
Students are excited about the prospect of going home.
Not because they miss their families, or their friends, although
that's important too. .
They're happy because they'll be "out of here," away
from the University of 'Maine, and, despite what some
campus organizations would have you believe, they've been
bored stiff by the North Woods.
You see, UMaine hasn't exactly been helping to keep
students at this campus occupied.
The Union Board has put together its usual run of
activities which are out-cif-touch with the desires of UMaine
students. The Maine Center for the Arts has successfully
,programmed another calendar of shows students could care
• less about. Residents on Campus has been completely
useless this semester.
The one bright spot has been Student Government's
"Thursday Night at The Den." Yet that is far from a
comprehensive plan of entertainment.
Wake up, UMaine. Cop a clue. You're boring, and
, students have to leave you to find a good time.
True, students are at some fault here — they don't
overtly tell anyone what they want.
But, they do attend concerts. They do go to bars. They
do go to off-campus parties. They do go to the Bangor Mall.
And they will come back from break, and they'll need
plenty of diversions in the StresSful last weeks of the semester.
It would be nice if the University would provide that.
ai
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As older people always say,
when talking about their
younger days:
"In thedays of old, when nights
were cold, and condoms weren't
invented, we wrapped..."
Ooops. Wrong saying. Guess
I got my bathroom graffiti lim-
ericks file mixed up with my
column lead file there for a
minute. Let's try again.
As I was saying, as they say:
"When I was little,-things were
different."
Real different. For instance,
back then, I knew about art. Art
was cool.
It was fingerpainting the
walls, and turning an outline
drawing of my tiny hand into a
full-feathered turkey with
Crayoia purple eyes and bright
red feet, and maybe sonic blue-
green (or was it green-blue?)
turkeyfur on the etching of my
middle finger.
Art was a piece of clean white
paper, folded into eighths, and
chopped mercilessly with a pair
of scissors that never quite
obeyed my mind's commands.
When I unfolded the lacerated
mass, it miraculously turned into
a piece of clean white paper
with holes in it, which, if I used
my imagination, looked some-
thing like a humungous, mom-
ho snowflake.
Art was trying to make a col-
lage by using that sickly sweet-
smelling gooky paste to stick
pieces of colored construction
paper on a larger piece of con-
struction paper, which, our
teacher told us, gave our mas-
terpiece "texture."
My masterpieces always had a
little more texture than they
needed, in the form of gobs and
crumbs of paste that had some-
how gotten away from me and
weren't really holding any of
the pieces of construction paper
to anything.
Truth be told, they looked k ind
of like dried up old boogers, or
Jo liii o vo k e
somelhing equally gross.
When I was little, I did get a
Paint-by-Numbers kit. Once. It
would have been a dog, if I'd
finished. As it was, I painted all
the number threes I could find
their designated shade of Bea-
gle Bilown, ended up sniearing
a all pver half:of my eights,
which were supposed to be Dog
Tongue Pink, aid gave up.
I couldn't cut, paste, or color
betw
Wa
also
their
the lints.
back when,! knew art. I
ew that all artists worth
aint were named "Leo-
nardo ' or "Claude," or "Au-
guste. 'or "Vineent," or "Har-
ley." Arley was actually my
cousi but he was pretty artis-
tic. ? I was more autistic
than stic.
The were no artists named
"John ' and I knew early on
that 1 asn't going to be the
first.
Whi hhrings us to the present
day. I still can't cut or paste
very C11, but I have • gotten
pretty clod at coloring between
the li And I Still know art.
At le I thought I did until I
came UMaine.
He things iire different.
UMai is full cif it. .
Full fiart, that is. And after
ort
•
ne art
walkaround tour, I'm not quite
sure that any of the people re-
sponsible for the artworks
around here could cut, paste, or
color either.
I'm also not quite sure that I
know what art is, although! am
figuring out that paste-boogers
on a piece of construction paper
may not be as inartistic as I'd
once thought.
Since I don't feel like so much
of an artistic outcast, I can come
out of the closet now. I can talk
about art. Revel in it. Show the
masses that I don't know any-
thing about it, and feel good
about it. The campus is alive
with art, or some facsimile
thereof.
Neville Hall has its giant tooth,
or rock, or whatever it is.
Hitchner has its..-  I don't even
know how to describe what it is,
except to say that it's big, and
metal, and appears to be some
kind of recycling effort gone
awry.
The Black Bear in front of
Memorial Gym is good. I un-
derstand that kincl of sculpture.
The cannons overlooking the
river are cool, too, though they
look a little too much like can-
nons for a true aficionado to
applaud them.
But, unlike real cannons, they
don't have holes for the can-
nonballs to fly out of. They're
actually the work of an early
peace activist, I think. The
cannon-torpedoes around the
weapon are turned phallically
skyward, making the classic
statement: "Make love, not
war."
Either that, or it's reflecting
another Vietnam-era- classic:
"Say, GI, is that a cannon-4°r-
pedo, or are you happy to see
me?"
Leonardopolyoke is a senior
journalism major from Brewer
who has the Big Box of Cray-
olas on his Christmas list.
I
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A Jewish perspective on The Wailing Wall
To The Editor.:
The guest column by Hayel
Shehadeh missed a fine oppor-
tunity to present a balanced per-
spective on the relationship
between Palestinians and the
State of Israel. His was a classic
"good-guy — bad guy" over-
simplification and. I suspect,
the heart felt lamentation of a
man who griess.s for the con-
tinuing tragedy of his people.
But nothing in the Middle East
is simple and treating it as black
and white contributes nothing.
Perhaps a sensible beginning
would be to acknowledge that
Israel is a legitimate nation and
since 1948, has been a western
style democracy.
Arablieighbors have, since the
day it was born, denied Israel's
right to exist. Israel has been
nvaded, terrori zed, car bombed,
shelled, and the cumulative loss
of Israeli life remains a searing
!fact of political reality.
The lntefada is also a searing
ifact of political reality. Since
1-Biblical days, death by stoning
i has been the equivalent of the
!deadly force of the six-shooter
in the old American West. The
TV pictures of young kids
hurling rocks at police or sol-
diers grab at your heart, partic-
ularly if, in the close-ups, you
. can see the fiery hatred in the
dark eyes of youngsters who, in
a better world, would be sitting
in school.
The violence took place on a
holy day in the Jewish calendar
— a day observed by religious
Jews around the world. The
Wailing Wall, or West Wall is
the holiest shrine of world Jew-
ry. Praying at this sacred spot,'
touching the ancient stones, has
been a dream of millions of
Jews who, during the High Holy
Days, each year have recited
"next year in Jerusalem." I am
not a particularly religious Jew,
but I can tell you that my visits
to the Wall transport one from
my New England upbringing
across countles s centuries to the
days of Abraham, Isaac and to
the escape form Egypt. They
rank as the most moving, emo-
tional experience of my life.
Combined wit4 my wrenching
visit to Ausch+itz, I know,the
meaning of "n ver again."
It was at 
tht 
Wall that the
Intefada and those who lead it
made their most shameful move,
hurling rocks ftomabove down
on those belo as they prayed
to their God. snspect that the,
small detach tit of police who
were on duty were scared stiff
facing a rock *owing group
of over a thou4ind Palestinians.
Their armed I eaponse resulted
in the tragic death of twenty
Palestinians.
Every one i of s prays for peace
justice an aibhors violence,
and killing. o; I guess that is
not literally trite around this vi-
olent world crOours. But how do
you negotiate with people
whose leaders deny Israel's
right to exist? Is it not a national
pre-requisite. to acknowledge
that Israel is a legitimate state
with a rightful place in the
council of nations? And then
must not Israel sit with its Arab
neighbors and negotiate in good
faith about Palestinian hopes
and dreams -- with appropriate
guarantees being made on both,
sides?
But the next time someone
tries to snow you with a sim-
plistic "good guy — bad guy"
scenario, don't you believe him.
Bennet Katz, Member
UMaine Board of Trustees
Augusta
Fashion is in the eye of the beholder
As a fashion-conscious guy, I
recently became concerned
about what I'm supposed to be
wearing this fall, now that it's
half over. So I got hold of GQ
magazine ("For the Modern
Man"), which featured an arti-
cle entitled "Fall Flair." The
first sentence is:
"This fall, we celebrate a
clever conflation of luxe and
loose moods."
Ha hal You can always count
on professional fashion writers
to make things clear. I bet they
had quite a brainstorming ses-
sion at GQ, trying to come up
with the fall concept:
"OK, how about: 'This fall we
celebrate a clever concoction of
duck and moose foods."
"Nah. How about: '...a clever
convention of schmucks in puce
shoes.'"
"Nab. How about..."
And so on, until finally they
hit upon it, "a clever conflation
of luxe and loose moods," which
is EXACT-
LY what
you men out
there are
celebrating
this fall,
right? Liars! You don't even
know what "conflation" means.
I know I don't. It sounds like a
medical condition ("I'm sorry,
Mr. Johnson, but you have a
conflation of the spleen"). •
But after carefully analyzing
the photographs in GQ, I have
concluded that what they mean
by "a clever conflation of luxe
and loose moods" is:
Brown suits.
This makes me very nervous.
I have always dressed accord-
ing to certain Basic Guy Fash-
ion Rules, including:
Both of your socks should al-
ways be the
same color.
Or they
should at
least both be
fairly dark.
If, when you appear at the
break fast table, your wife laughs
so hard that she spits out her
toast, you should consider
wearing a different tie.
When dressing for a formal
event always check the armpits
of your rental tuxedo for ver-
min.
Always wear BLACK shoes
after 6 p.m. EXCEPT during
the months ending with "R"
-,Dave Barry
Editorial Policy
• Editorials are, unless otherwise indicated. written b
y the frAlitor.
• Columns are the opinions 61 the columnist and 
do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the
publisher oremployees of "the Maine Campus:
• Submissions to the Responise page (letters to the Editor and
 guest columns) should be typed or
It6itly printed in ink. Illegible submissions will not 
be published.
• Letters to the Editor are-welcome front member
s of the University of Maine community. lir
order to be published, letters Must be dated and have
 the author's full name, town, and a phone
5
number. Letters can be accepted or in person mai
led to the Campus.
• All letfc; to the Editor are -ubject to verification. Persons deliver
ing letters to the Editor '
Cmpus office should bring 4 form of picture ID; those mailing letters will 
be called.
• Anonymous letters will ndt be, accepted for public
ation.
• Letters to the Editor may not exceed 250 words.'
 The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit
all lettess. The Maine Campus alsoreserves,the r
ight to deny publication of any letter to the. Editor.
•Guest columns will'oecasilmal/y be solicited or a
crepted from knowledgeable members of the
Ltiviaine community on topit#I issues. These colutt•ns
 should riot exceed 450 words. .
• Guest columns should contain a brief statement 
abut toe author at the end of the column, which
highlights the author's expertise on the subject.
• The Maine Campus rertutues•the right to edit:guest U
s IUMII.S. The Maw, CaPnpris p..,.,
right to reject guest colun ins rfor publication, including those it 
solicits.
..Letters are printed on a tint-come. first-serve
d basis. Dates of publication cannot be prorri,..ted
eror guaranteed for any letters r guest colum
ns. -
i,Letters promoting future . vents will not
 be acceptedby The Maine Campus; however. letters
thanking people involved w#h events whic
h have passed ar acceptable.
UNLESS yogi are a joint tax-
payer filing lirigly with two or
more men oil base.
When you 'swear shorts, your
underwear sbould not stick out
the bottom ntore than two inch-
es.
But the most important Fash-
ion Rule that his been drummed
into guys is: NEVER WEAR A
BROWNS . Only two kinds
of guys we4 brown suits:
I. Your U . e Wally, the re-
tired accordion broker who at-
tends all fainily functions —
weddings, !,funerals, picnics
wearing a brawn suit that he
purchased during the Truman
administratiioe and that he has
never had cfraned or repaired,
despite the ,!fact that the pants
have a larg4 devastated region
resulting fr4ns the time in 1974
when he hill asleep with his
cigar burni g and set fire to his
crotch, andjAunt Louise had to
extinguish t With egg nog.
2. Ronal Reagan.
All o' r guys have been
trained . i • . ' •-k blue
suits an. , i I I .., tak-
ing care to er weal - pants
from aBL suit with the jacket
!from aG suit, or Vice versa,
except in 1 -light situations.
It has rt some Of us guys
YEARS t absorb these guide-
lines. And Ow here cromes GQ,
introducin a completely new
fashion co crept, brotvn, which
raises a wi. e raft 01( troubling
questions, stich as: Does this
. mean we also have to wear
brown sh ? What about ties?
What abo REEN Suits? How
many que tifrmns make a "raft"?
And what Will the fashion di-
rectors tel s to wear next?
The al g ansv)er is: PER-
FUME. els. Oh, they don't
CALL it urne. They call it
"fragrance for men," and they
1, give it guy-type names like "El
Hombre De Male Man For
Him," but it's definitely per-
fume. This is even more alarm-
ing to me than brown suits be-
: t
leause I grew up in an environ-
ment where, if you had shown
up at school weating a fragrance,
the other males would have
stuffed you into a gym locker
and left you there for the better
part of the academic year.
The scariest pirt is that you
can be exposed to male fra-
grances AGAINST YOUR
WILL merely be exercising
your constitutional right to leaf
through magazines. For exam-
ple, while leafing through GQ I
was attacked by an aggressi
Calvin Klein male-fragrance
advertisement that deliberately
spewed fragranee molecules
onto my body, and for several
hours I was terrified that I might
have to make a trip to a mas-
culine environment such as the
hardware store for an emer-
rgency toilet part or something,
and the clerks would pick up
my scent.
CLERK (sniffing): Smells like
a moose conflated in here! is
that YOU?
ME: Yes, but...
CLERK: Hey, wait a minute,
isn't that Calvin Klein's Ob-
session, the fragrance that used
to be advertised with pictures of
a bed with enough depressed-
looking naked people lying on
it to start a Co-Ed Naked De-
pressed Person's Softball
League?
ME: Yes, but...
CLERK: You got any mote?
My current Fali.Pashion Plan,
as a, Modem Man, it to squat
around in my boxer shorts until
spring.
-6 •
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Spyro Gyra to perform at UMaine
401,0- a
The popular jazz group SpYr° Gyre featuring Jay Beckenstein will perform at Hutchins concert Hall, Maine
Center for the Arts at the University of Maine on Friday, Nov. 16 at 8 p.m. Special guest willhe Acoustic Alc
hemy
with guitarists Nick Webb and Greg Carmichael. For tkkits and information call 581-655.
Hudson Museum to host film seri
The Center for Multicultural Affairs invites the University Community to attend two special
events in celebration of Amencan Indian Heritage Month.
Tuesday, November 13th
OKA'S Mohawks Are Not Alone: Indian Isuses in the Northeast.
Panel:
Rosemary Bonaparte (Mohawk, St. Regis)
Denis Obomsawiti (Abenaki, St. Francis)
Rod Pachano (Cree, Northern Quebec)
Moderators:
Dr. Jacques 1 eriand, Assistant Director of the Canadian-American
Center
Mr Theodore Mitchell, Di nector of the Center for Multicultural
Affairs
University of Maine, Bowden Lounge, Maine Cen
/2:15 p.m.
Wednesday, November 14th
The Maine Indian Community since the Land Cl
Speaker:
Mr. Wayne Newell, Assistant Principal of the I
Moderator.:
Mr. Theodore Mitchell. Dircictor of the Center for
the Art.,
merit
ship School
ural Programs
University cf Maine, Sutton Lounge, Memorial U .30 P.m.
For more information call The Center for Multicultural Affairs (207) 581-1417.
UMaine Collegiate
Chorale and Brass
ensemble to perform
•University of Maine graduate student
Barbara Franklin will direct a concert
featuring the UMaine Collegiate Choral
and the University Brass Ensemble on
Friday, Nov. 16 at 8 p.m. in Hauck
Auditoriu emorial Union.
'The conc ee and open to the
public.
•For more ation call 581-1241.
I.
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Sibling Rivalry:
this affair should
stay in bed
By Shawr. P. Sullivan
For The Campus
En the age that we live in, whoever said that nowa-
days sex is a nutter of life and death must have had
a night out with
Kirstie Alley. 1
mean, we'llReview
give the lady credit: she does practice safe sex, it's
Just that she gets in to the act of lovemaking a little
too much.
Just ask Sam Elliot.
lie died of a heart attack shortly after hopping into
the sack with her.
Poor Kirstie.
All she wanted was a little fun. Her life had been so
boring lately. As a writer, she was having a rough
time turning out a good book, and as a wife, she
wasn't receving any attention from her nerdly hus-
band, played by "Quantum Leap's" Scott Bakula. So
she finally decides to take her sister's advice, and
have an affair.
She meets a doctor named Charles, who's played
by Sam Elliot with a deadpan flair. .
They hit it off instantly, and by the evening they're
doing some hanky panky in a hotel room. This man
makes Alley feel reborn: during a throe of pleasure
with him she shouts out "Rock and Roll!"
After their done their tour of passion, she feels like
a whole void in her life has been filled in. And
Charles? Well, let's just say that he died a very, very
happy man.
What follows Charles' death is a senes of events
that twists the plot in innumberable directions: a
Vertical blinds salesman who happens upon the scene
of the death thinks he killed Charles; it turns out that
the salesman is the brother of a policeman running
for public office; the cop falls in love with Alley's
sister, who is played by Jamie Gertz.
All of these plot intricacies are interesting, but they
don't all wrap up in a neat little pickage. There's
something missing in this movie, and I think it could
be a comic momentum.
A comedy with so many subplots intertwined should
move with a fierce pace right up until the end when
they all come 'together at the end in a hilarious
conflict.
Contrary to "Ruthless People," a 1986 comedy of
this sort, "Sibling Rivalry" does not do this; all of the
complexities of the stay are pretty much dealt with
separately, and, in some cases, weakly.
Besides cute :ramie Gertz and bumbling Bill Pull-
Man (as the salesman), this film has a cast full of
television personalities.
Kirstie Alley, who never really impresses me be-
yond her role of Rebecca on "Cheers," is actually
rather sWeet and charming here.
Scott Bakula is fine as the work-a-holic husband,
but he isn't given much to do until the end. Finally,
the policeman running for office is played. by Ed
O'Neill, who plays the notorious Al Bundy on Fox's
'Married...With Children." His performance is rath-
er dull, but if you don't feel a personal happiness for
him whenever his Al Bundy persona gets lucky, like
in this case when he falls in love, then you have a cold
heart of stone.
I There are plenty of funny scene in this movie,
'which was directed by Carl Reiner, who made me
ilaugh harder in his 1987 comedy, "Summer School."
However, the, film tends to poke along at times,
focusing on the boring subplots rather than the po-
tentially hilarious ones. • -,
"1/2 -- Not the best film in the aorld.
Rated P6-13
Shawn P. Sullivan is the Maine Campus movie
•
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Graveyard Shift is not lit for man nor beast nor rat nor dog)
Rats. You either hate them or you loathe them. Stephen 1King (seen below) lo
ves 'em a little too much. The movie adiiptation
from his short story of the same name, which appears in his early book 
Night Shift, is a far cry from a horror movie. It s a joke.
At a press conference at the Bangor Cinemas when King, Bill Dunn, the m
ovie's producer, and area extras laughed as the hungry
mutant rats ravaged the working class workers of Maine, King said 
the film was "the first Marxist splatter film," &Its kind.
His constituents do not seem to agree. Don't even waste the coin at t
he video stores.
Rats are just one of the problems facing John Hall (David Andres, above) in Param
ount's contemporary-pseudo-hot-Dior-flick.
Stay home, Twin Peaks will give you a better scare.
--Steve4 Pappas
4.400.- Bats coming to UMaine
It will be bats in the University of Maine Planetarium
 - not in your! belfry - on
Sunday, Nov. 4.
In conjunction with the new Planetarium show, "Night Worl
d," Batmobile experts from the Chewonki
Foundation of Wiscasset will exhibit bat specime
ns at 1:30 and 3 p.m. in the second-floor lobby area -of
 Wingitiellall. The
Planetarium is sponsoring this oducational 
outreach program to give the audience insight into such n
octurnal animals bekre viewing.
the show.
The Chewonki educators will 'display and expla
in a live bat, bat skeleton and preserved specimens to p
rovide a c1pse Idok at
the elusive animals and dispel some of the 
myths surrounding them. The Chewonki Foundation, a non-pr
ofit institution,
encourages participants to develop their perso
nal potential, gain a sense of community, and height
en their
interest in and sensitivity to the natural worl
d.
The Planetarium, located in Wingate Hall,
 is offering "Night World," a criildren's show about
the animals and sky of thew° rld rat night, 
at 7 p.m. Saturdays and 2 p.m. Sundays through
Nov. 18. For more informatian, call Ala
n W. Davenport, Planetarium director.
at 581-1341. There is an admission 
charge.
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Coalition says it has signatures
By Jerry Harkavy
Associated Press Writer
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — A coali-
tion opposed to the widening of a 30-mile
stretch of the Maine Turnpike announced
Wednesday it has collected more than
enough voter signature to force a state-
wide referendum on the $100 million
project.
"the response was overwhelming," said
Peter Troast, president of the Campaign
for Sensible Transportation, which de-
ployed more than 900 volunteers at 200
polling places in all 16 counrtes on
Election Day.
Troast said his group collected more
than 70,000 signatures, well above the
estimated 52,000 it would need to initiate
legislation that would go before the voters
in November 1991 if the Legislature re-
fuses to enact it.
The signature must be validated by the
Secretary of State's Office, but Troast
said the group has more than enough to
offset those that may be disqualified.
The petition drive was carried out two
weeks after the state Board of Environ-
mental Protection voted 6-3 in favor of
the turnpike widening. The Maire
Turnpike Authority still requires a wet-
lands permit from the Army Corps of
Engineers before construction can begin.
troast said the number of signatures
collected apparently sets a record for a
referendum campaign in Maine and sends
a clear message.
"The people of Maine want to decide
whether $100 million should be spent on
just 30 miles of highway, or whether
those funds would be better spent in the
rest of our transportation network, on our
state highways, rural roads and aging
bridges," he said.
Opponents say the plan to widen the toll
road from four lanes to six lanes between
York and Scarborough is wasteful and
unnecessary. Supporters maintain it is
essential to ease congestion and maintain
safety on a highway that is vital to Maine's
economic well-being.
A business and labor coalition backing
the project said it would wage an ag-
gressive campaign against the referendum
proposal, emphasizing how the widening
would stimulate a slumping economy.
"This is a wonderful opportunity to
give the economy a boost when it really
needs it," said Bruce Kidman, spokesman
for the Maine Committee to Revitalize
the Turnpike.
Regardless of the outcome of a refer-
endum, opponents of the project ex-
pressed confidence that it would delay
the start of construction if the wetlands
pennit from the Corps of Engineers is
issued before next year's election.
"Seventy thousand signatures is a very
strong message. We cannot imagine that
the turnpike authority would go ahead
with that message pending before we
have a chance to vote," Troast said.
It would be "an exuemely risky in-
vestment" for any bond underwriter to
pmvidd financing for construction before
a referendum, he said.
Paul V iolette, executive director of the
turnpike authority, said it was uncertain
whether the Corps of En
complete its review by n
But if a permit were issu
his agency would assess t
decide whether to move
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or referendum
neers' would
t November.
before then,
situation and
ead.
Bothe sides said the campaign for voter
support would be costly, althought no
one was prepared to of *r any dollar
figures.
"We are certainly not go ng to sit back
and leave this issue in thieir hands," said
Kidman.
As people become more iiiformed about
the project, he said, the mcfre likely they
are to agree that it should 0.o forward.
Kidman accused referendum leaders of
attempting to thwart the will of the Leg-
islature, the governor and the environ-
mental board, all of which ave endorsed
the project.
"They're unhappy with the way the
process worked.
They lost, and they're trVing to find a
venue where they can get a fourth or a
fifth °pillion," he said.
Troast said his group will draw support
from a cialition made up of 27 organiza-
tions, mist of them tied to environmental
causes.
"This Is going ot be an expensive
campaig it and we have no doubt that we
will be outspent," said Troast, who billed
the referendum as an opportunity for
voters to map out Maine's transportation
system for the 21st century.
"We can choose to continually widen
our roads, inevitable turning Maine into
another New Jersey, or we can move in
the direction of wider use of our trans-
portation resources, conservation,energy_ 
comprehensive planning, mass transpor-
tation and maintaining a strong economy
without sacrificing our precious quality
of life," he said.
In addition to halting the turnpike
widening, the proposed legislation would
establish a transportation policy for the
state
Non-smokers block standards
An anti-smoking grout, ' !s. blocked
proposed national ventila standards
that it said would not I! i protected
office workers against the effects of
second-hand cigarette smoke.
A lawyer for the group charged in an
appeal to the American N,ational Stan-
dards Institute that the propOsed standards
reflected the aims of the tobacco indus-
try, which had sought to soften the venti-
lation requirements in buildings where
smoking is allowed.
"The tobacco industry almost succeed-
ed in pulling off a tremendous coup,"
Richard Daynard, chairman of the To-
bacco Products Liability Project in Bos-
ton, said Wednesday.
"They were using the standards to cast
doubt on the evidence that environmen-
tal tobacco smoke, causes disease."
It based that conclusion on the pro-
posed ventilation standards.
A report of the group's finding will be
released early in 1991.
Maine vs. Northern Michigan on Saturday,-November 24th at
Alfond Arena. Student hockey tickets for this game will be
distributed at the followinglocations:
Jeff Harris
Clair Coupe
Jerry Roue
Information Booth
(off-campus only)
Athletic Ticket Office
Athlftic Ticket Office
Gannett Hall
Aroostook Hall
Hart Hall
Memorial Union
137 Memorial Gym
137 Memorial Gym
581-4920 Monday, November 19
581-4525 Monday, November 19
5814168 1 Monday, November 19
581-1740 Monday & Tuesday, November 19 & 20
*Tickets for the Maine vs. Northern Michigan hockey game in
Portland on November 23rd, will be distributed 6n Monday,itNovember 19th and Tuesday, Novel' er 20th in ttie ATHLETIC
TICKET OFFICI only.
T...71144
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Heseltine challenges Thatcher for British power struggle
By Maureen Johnson
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) — Former Defense
Secretary Michael Heseltine on
Wednesday challenged Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher in a six-day war for
the leadership of the government and the
Conservative Party.
Heseltine. who will stand against Mrs.
Thatcher in a ballot among the 372
Conservative legislators on Tuesday,
accused her of splitting the party on Eu-
rope and alienating voters with an un-
popular local government tax.
The challenge by Heseltine, a handsome,
self-made millionaire who espouses a
"caring capitalism" in contrast to Mrs.
Thatcher's rigorous free-market views,
poses the biggest threat to her survival
since she won power more than II years
ago.
"I an persuaded that I will now have a
better prospect than Mrs. Thatcher of
leading the Conservatives to a fourth
general election victory," Heseltine said.
Kenneth Baker, chairman of the troubled
L'onservative Party, said the 65-year-Old
minister will fight to the en ci to
power - through a possible three
s ending Nov. 29.
"This contest is unwanted and unneces-
sary," Baker said. "lam sure she will win
on the first ballot."
Said Heseltine: "She would fight her
corner. That is wholly admirable."
Other ministers in the 22-member
Cabinet said it was wrong to challenge
Mrs. Thatcher now, with some 16,000
British troops in the Persian Gulf and war
threatening against Iraq.
Heseltine, who .needs 159 votes in the
first secret ballot to force a runoff, said
more than 100 legislators have pledged
support. Mrs, Thatcher needs 214 votes
to win outright.
If a second ballot is needed it will be
held Nov. 27 and may well bring in other
contenders from the Cabinet, such as
Foreign Secretaiy Douglas Hurd. If no
one won outright then, a third and final
vote among the last three top contenders
will be held Nov. 29.
Heseltine, defense secretary until he
stalked out of Mrs. Thatcher's Cabinet in
1986 in Europe-related dispute, stepped
forward a day after her former deputy
prime minister deli veted a scathing attack
on her attitude toward Europe.
The onslaught by Sir Geoffrey Howe,
who resigned Nov. 1, appeared to have
tipped Heseltine into his along waited
tudents comments wanted
By Stephanie Taylor
Staff Writer
The midterm evaluations students do
on professors are just as important. if not
more so, than end of the semester eval-
uations.
' The Academic Affairs Board of student
government believes this and is working
to have midterm evaluations required of
professors and their courses.
CJ. Cote. Kennebec Hall Senator and
chair of the board, Said having midterm
evaluations is important so teachers can
improve during the remainder of the se- ,
mester, instead of when the semester is
over.
Cote presented this idea at the General
Student Senate meeting Tuesday evening.
Some senators were concerned anout
students aaving the option to sign eval-
uations.
Cumberland Hall Senator Brynn Riley
said the evaluations might not be effec-
tive if they are signed because stialents
will use the evaluations to attain better
grades by saying at things about a
professor.
In the other direction, there was con-
cern from senators that if a student says
negative things about a professor, hit or
her grade may be effected negatively.
It was agreed by the senators that all
midterm evaluations will remain anony-
mous.
Off-Campus Senator Chris Smerittio
said a class that had a midterm evaluation
this Semester was successful because it
gavethe profesor input, which was grt.at-
ly nneded.
Smeriglio said it helped to improvethe
quality of the course, and in turn,
students' grades.
The Academic Affairs Board is al
working to shorten the finals Week t
four days and to make the finals schedul
available before students schedule class'
es.
The board plans to send a letter to
President Dale Lick requesting these
changes. ,
Cote said it is important to have the
finals schedule available so students can
choose different course sections.
Crossword
ACROSS
I Tread the
boards
4 Tidal flood
9 Iota preceder
14 Japanese
measure
is Nursery rhyme
runaway
isAind of flush
17 Street where
Freddy preys
is Saturn's largest
moon
19 Manifest
20 Wed one much
younger than
oneself
23 Implore
24 " --- Wants to
Do Is Dance,"
1985 song
28 Get kudos for a
small role
bid for the leadership.
Heseltine said that if he wins will
order an immediate review of t t tax,
which he said left "a litnering sense' of
injustice."
Mrs. Thatcher is the .uongest-scrving
head of government in the Western world,
and Britian's longest-serving prime
minister in this century.
On Tuesday, the 4-million circ lation
Sup newspaper carried stories wifh inti-
mate details of the private lives o some
of Heseltine's known supporters, in-
cluding that one had a mistress and 4nothcr
had visited a gay club.
Mrs. Thatcher will vote for herself by
proxy Tuesday from Paris, where she
will be at a 35-nation summit of aders
of East and West.
"Her leadership qualities are the great-
est political assets which the Conserva-
tive Party and out nation have," said
party chairman Baker.
Hurd, who cc old pose the biggest threat
of all to Mrs. lhatcher if she fails to stop
Heseltine in the first ballot, said on
Wednesday the challenge was a mistake.
But he added he agreed with many of
Howe's criticisms.
In the House of Commons of Wednes-
day afternoon, Mrs. Thatcher sat in her
usual front7bench seat, occasionally
smiling thinly, as opposition legislators
taunted her chancellor of the exchequer,
John Major.
Washburn Place Apartments
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Models Open
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Edited by Eugene T. Maleska
31 Photo finish
34 Paris airport
35 Somme
summer
36 Toe the line
37 "Star Wars"
director
39 Seemann's
milieu
40 First president
of Gabon •
41 TrolloDe's "--
Balatka"
42 Viscounts'
superiors
43 Reap great
profits
47 Make certain
48 Recited the
liturgy
92 Attend without
permission
Ss Eucalyptus
feeder
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song
65 City south of
Teheran
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Sour
2 Daphnis's love
3 China's Ming
4 Cultivator of
beauty
5 For each
6 Comedy-
suspense film
1985
7 Sound from Leo
Sicilian
prOvince
9 "Desire," e.g.
to Shanties
11 Cyclops feature
12 Roofing
material
13 Subst.
21 Waspish
22 Actress Arlene
and family
-25 Diaphanous
26 Waldorf or
Plaza
27 Wide-mouthed
pitchers
29 Labor -un,oi,
chapter
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51 Lure
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54 Mandlikova of
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ss "Krazy
— Man in
Havana,"
Greene novei
57 Ohio college
locale
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Cold fusion
founders
missing
(CPS) — The controversy over "cold
fusion" has reached a new level: the
scientists who first announced it are
missing.
University of Utah (UU) Prof. Stanley
Pizons and British Prof. Martin Fleis-
chmann startled the world in 1989 when
they announced they had managed to
achieve a nuclear fusion reaction at room
temperature, a feat previously thought to
be scientifically impossible.
Neither Pons nor Fleischmtum attended
an Oct. 25 meeting of a state panel that
oversees the $5 million the state legisla-
ture, impressed and excited by the pos-
sibilities the discovery presented, ap-
propriated to further "cold fusion" re-
search.
After more than a year of no significant
results, the researchers started falling out
of favor. Other labs, with the exception
of a well-received experiment at Texas
A&M University, were unable to dupli-
cate Pons and Fleischrnann's results.
Meanwhile, more traditional work on
fusion • potentially a nonpolluting way
of producing nuclear energy, and much
safter than current fission methods -
proceeded.
On Oct. 2, scientists at Princeton Uni-
versity announced they had coaxed a
fusion nuclear reactor to produce en-
couragingly high levels of energy.
"The idea (behind announcing the dis-
covery) is to get appropriate coverage
that is truly important, without hyping
something that isn't significant."
War continued from page 8
"What you cannot do in this period is
s,eak to hypotheticals," the secretary
said. "The president feels very strongly,
as prior presidents before him have, that
he has a firm obligation to protect
American citizens."
Baker said the huge buildup of US.
troops did not mean the United States
was plunging into war, but "it is impor-
tant, since we cannot rule out the option
of force, that we lay an appropriate po-
litical and military foundation for that
option."
A story appearing in the
(11/14-15) issue incorrectly
Stated Gene Del Vecchio
had two sons. It should
have stated he had a son
and a daughter.
It was a reporting er
To bring a correction to
.our attention, contact the
Editor at 581-1271
between the hours of
p.m. and 4 p.m., or stop
by the office in the
basement of Lord Hall.
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Sports
Black Bears to take on Alaska-
UMaine's Dave LaCouture lays a check wean Air Force Academy player in last
Saturday's game. The Black Bears take on Alaska-Anchorage this weekend in
Alfond Arena. (Photo by Scott LeClair)
Drabek's solid season earns
him NL Cy Young award
votes
Ballots
National Leaps: city.
was Diabek's ability to win big games
in a pressure-cooker pennant race that
kept the Mets from overtaking the Pirates
Pittsbugh lacked the bullpen stopper
that most contenders have, but manager
Jim Leyland contended all season it didn
matter, "because we've got Cy Young
(Drabek) on our staff. He's our stopper.
Drabek, who never won more than Is
PITISBURGH (AP) — Doug Drabek,
• v. ho pitched the Pittsburgh Pirates within
one stepof the World Series, came within
one vote Wednesday of unanimoUs se-
lection as the National League Cy Young
Award winner.
Dralsek, who led the league with 22
victoiies against sia losses while leading
his tcain to its 'first division title since
1979. became the first Pirate in 30 years
to win the award. -
He recetved 23 of 24 first-place vote,
and 118 of a a possible 120 points in
balloting by the Baseball Writers Asso-
ciation or America.'
Ramon Martinez (20-6), the Los An-
geles Dodgers 22-year-old fastballer.
was sec • th one first-place vote and
70 poin iola of the New York
Mcts w ith two second-place
for 19 points.
by two writers in each
games before this season, said he was
nevet worried he would win - or not win
the Cy Young.
"Because of the pennant race and the
playoffs, I never allowed myself ot ever
think about this," said Drabek,' the first
Pirate Cy Young winner since Vernon
Lawn 1960. "All of that individual stuff
was pushed aside. I didn't think about it,
even pfter the season. I was just wishing
we were in the World Series."
Drabek was 1-1 in the Pirates' six-game
NI. playoffs loss incinnati; winning
2-1 in Game 5. wed three runs in
16 l3 innings 1.65 postse_ason
ERA.
A lk.xan. like Ryan and Roger
Drabek 12-3 after a Pirates'
loss. ,The right-hinder almost single-
handedly prevented the Pirates from
losing more than six in a row.
He ,on 19 of his last 22 decisions, had
a 2.7 earned run average and w is sec-
ond in the league with nine complete
garnet, including two shutouts. He nearly
missed joining the majors' no-hit club,
pitchg 8 2-3 hitless innings Aug, 3
agair4t Philadelphia until Sil Campusa-
no singled on a 3-2 pitch.
"Hems the best pitcher in the league- no
doubt, no question about it," Leyland
said.
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
The University ,A Maine will get
rematch of ii series they would like
forget when they take on Alaska-Ail-
chorage in a two-game series this week-
end.
Last year, the Seawolves swept UMairie
4-3 and 6-5 in overtime in Alaska arid
Black Bear head coach Shawn Walsh
does not think this weekend will be arty
easier.
"They're as quick a team as we'llplay "
he said. "They play a speed game and ae
very skilled players. They are the
independent team in the country."
Walsh said UMaine, 5-1 and rankld
fifth in the country. has to stay away froln
the rough and emotional style the oalo
teams played last year.
"We have to stay away from the chi
piness of last year and play our own
game," Walsh said..
Walsh said he is happy to come aw
from last weekend's series with the
Force Academy with two wins, but
"the honeymoon is over as far as o
scheduling."
After this weekend's series, the B1 4k
Beam will take on Northern Michig
the number one team in the country.
The play of the young UMaine defer+e
has been a pleasant surprise for Walsh.
They have held their opponents' to 1
than 25 shots in each of the last fi e
chorage
games. The unit has continued to play
wall despite being without the services of
AU-American Keith Carriey, who has
mitssed three games with a shoulder injury.
He is expected to return this weekend.
Offensively, the Black Bears have been
led by the sophomore combination of
Jim Montgomery and Jean-Yves Roy.
Montgomery leads the team with three
goals and 10 assists for 13 points, while
Roy has five goals and seven assists for
12 points. Martin Robitaille has added
five goals and four assists for nine points.
"Our forwards have overpowered the
opponents territorially, which has given
us a chance to focus on the defense,"
Walsh said.
"The more we play together, the better
we get," said first-year defenseman Jas-
on Weinrich. "If we play well, it helps the
offense fill the lanes."
Walsh has been splitting up the duty in
net between Garth Snow and Mike
Dunham. Snow has been outstanding,
posting a 3-0 record with a 1.97 goals
against average.
Dunham, who gave up seven goals in
his first game, has gone 2-0 with a 1.05
GAA kince. The two goaltenders have
given up only five goals in the last four
games, and Dunham was named Hockey
East co-rookie of the week.
"(Dunham) is extremely quick for
someone that tall, and is a guy that in the
See ALASKA on page 19
Men's hoopiplc4ys turiie-up
game against US Verich reps
By Shelley Danforth
Staff Writer
'flit University of Maine men's le N-
ketball team will face the USA Veri h
Reps, a touring team made up offort4r
college players, Saturday at 4 pan. n
the Pit.
USA Verich comes to UMaine af4r
plaeing such college teams as Bowli g
Green State University, Weste n
Car olina and Middle Tennessee U
versity, as well as Niagara and Ca i-
sius.
UMaine may or may not have t
services of senior center Curtis II(
ertson, who's been out whh a foot in, 1-
ry. Robertson scored two points a d
had two rebounds in nine minutes in
UMaine's 90-85 win over the Nt
Scotia All-Stars last Sunday.' He I
diagnoseJ after the game with tend
itis.
Assistant coach ed Hill said R
ertson was recs is treatments a d
his playing stets s day to day.
"It feels better ji. 1 knowing it's ni a
stress fracture," Robertson said. "I 's
sore but I can move on it pretty wel
"It's hard to determine," Hill d.
"(Robertson) may ,get some type of
miturtes on Saturday." ,
Hill said to look for more fasGtn-
off inse and a mix on defense.
4111•1011111111
• e want to get ready and zero in on
I ,-e we're heading for the season.
I • is the last chance before the-ten-
;. Florida Touirnament," Hill said.
' ,seeling) told tin they are a very
, ,ag tee m,".i unior guard Marty Hig-
gins. "They like to lshoot the three so
we're going to have to bring out the
defense to protect that."
4.13pth teams are doing to ran," said
flil-st-year forward Tim Derr Den-
nis,. who scored eight points in last
Senday's win, said lie liked the running
game because it provided for a lot of
creativity.
10Maine will also be looking to im-
prove its consisiency.
"We're going to be more consistent,
inore competitive," Higgins said. "But
its still only the second game of the
season.'
"I don't think we'll have the e?rly
jitters like we did at the begin-
n ng of the last garne. It won't. be as
h 'ter skelter."
:The game is a tinel tune-up for the
Black Bears before 'their regular sea-
son opener Nov. 23-24 at the Central
FloridiTournament in Orlando. Par-
tifipants in the CFT include Liberty,
.4uthern Louisiana arid the Universi-
q of Central Florida.
Dennis said the learn was looking
fOrward to its trip to Florida and the
s rt of the season..
(
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•
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Corbett gains conference and
regional field hockey honors
By Erika Hurtubise
Staff Writer
Within two weeks, University ot
Maine's Amy Corbett has collected two
Amy Corbett
honors for her strong season as a forward
on the Black Bear field hockey team.
This week, Corbett was one of 16 play-
ers selected to the College Field Hockey
Caches Association First Team All-
Northeast Region.
Last 'week, she was one of 11 players
named to the North Atlantic All-Con-
furence field hockey team.
Corbett, a senior psychology major, led
the Black Bears this season with nine
goals and two assists.
UMaine field hockey coach Jeri Wa-
terhouse said Corbett has had to work
hard on her scoring skills this year, as her
most natural position is at the midfield.
"Her strength is her midfield possession.
She's not a natural scorer. She had to
work hard on her scoring skills this year,"
Waterhouse said.
"The natural part is her speed. She has
great acceleration."
UMaine finished the season with a 8-
11-2 record, 0-4 in the NAC.
November 9th Through the 21st
Phi Gamma COtIta
79 College Avenue
Front Foyer
9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
All canned goods will be donated to help the hungry
through the Salvation Army of Bangor.
HELP US HELP THEM
. Rose Bike 
Big 10 places
top
The Big Ten may not se
to the NCAA tournament
but its top three teams
in the country.
It reigns supreme in
basketball with three te .
of The Assoiciated Press
Michigan State is pick
Big Ten champion mand
return of 6-6 guard St
league's MVP as a junio
Indiana coach Bob
Spartans true defbnding
"Sometimes you win .
and lose all your players
start again,"said Knight.'
has the guts of a ch 
returning."
. "I'm concerned about
istry, if the pieces fit,"
State coach Jud Heathco
ticipating a good team
but we have to get good
Steigenga and Mike Pep
Ohio State's Randy A
players from last year's
and at Indiana where t
era is ready to begin.
ALE
i
three teams in
0 preseason poll
, seven teams —there are three teams and all the rest,
gain this year, "said Heathcote. "But, remember, there's
• as good as any always a sleeper in the Big Ten."
Ohio State has everyone back including
dwest college Jimmy Jackson, last year's freshman of
s in the top 10 the year. Jackson was the leading scorer
oreseason poll. with a 16.1 average tut he'll have help
-• to repeat as from fellow starters ferry Carter, Mark
because of the Baker, Jarnaal Brown and Chris Gent.
• ve Smith, the Bailey is ready to, join the Hoosiers
. after leading Bedford Korth Lawrence to
ight calls the the Indiana high school championship.
hampionS. "sure I'm anxious to coach him," said
championship Knight. "I've been recruiting him since
so you have to he was in the eighth grade. We worked
Michigan State hard to coanvince him he has to fit in our
pionship team way of play."
Knight has 10 lettermen back including
e team diem- five starters. Heading the list are Calben
said Michigan Cheaney with a 17.1 scoring average and
te. "We're an- Eric Anderson who averaged 16.3 points
a good season and 7.0 rebounds.'
'lay from Matt Purdue lost Steve Scheffler and Tony
owski." Jones. C‘ach Gene Keady will have to
ers has all 12 rebuild atound Woody Austin, Chuckle
team returning White arid Jimmy Oliver.
Damon Bailey .
Ste BIG 10 on page 19
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Alaska
-Anchorage visits UMaine for two-game stint
1990's that's in the Olympic picture,"
Walsh said.
The Seawolves, who come into tbe
weekend series at 3-2-1, are being led by
juniors Dean Larson (4-6-10), Rob Conn
(3-6-9), Jeff Batters (3-5-8) and sopho-
more Keith Morris (5-3-8).
"We've had plenty of good chances to
score a lot of goals, but we just haven't
put the puck in the net," said Alaska-
Anchoeage head coach Brush Chritians-
en. "We're working a little too close to
the net."
Christiansen said he has been pleased
with the play of his goaltender Paul Krake.
The junior has started all but one of the
Seawolves' games, posting a 2-2-1 record
and a 2.35 (IAA.
"Goaltending is our strength, and the
defense has been coming along," he said.
Black Bear Notes:
Both Mike Barkley and Patrice Tardiff
Intramural Update
The 20th annual intramural swim me4t
was held Sunday, November 11. Sigma
Phi Epsilon won the fraternity division
worth 106 points, while the non
-fraternity
division was won by a coed team, the
Knox Clam Chowder.
Knox accumulated 101 points in the
eight event meet. Phi Gamma Delta
took second place for fraternities by
edging out Sigma Chi in the final event
of the meet.
The Black Bear Masters, a combina=
tion of faculty, staff and students, took
second place in the non- fraternity division
with 75 meet points. The Black Beat
team was composed of several members
of the newly formed Masters Swim Class,
which meets several times a week.
The only double-event winner for the
entire meet was Mike Dillion of Clam
Chowder. Dillion broke his own previous
record in the 100-yard freestyle with a,
time of 1:23. He also won the 50-Yard
0
She's so shy.
I wish she
would say
something.
backstroke with a time of 29:67.
Badminton champions were declared
this week in men's singles and doubles
and in women's doubles.
Peter Roslev won the men's singles by
defeating Scott Bell in the finals. Roslev
was never really tested in any of his
matches, allowing less than seven points
in all 15 games. In the men's doubles
division, Wei Qui and Ling Qing Yui
defeated Thad Dwyer and Scott Bell in
the final, two games to one.
In the women's doubles division,
Yaping ken and Ying Ligdefeated Jiexu
and Xiu Hua Zhang foj- the title. En-
trants in the women's singles division
did not show up.
Upcoming events inclurile men's five.
man basketball, free throw and the bas-
ketball hotshot contest. The five-rtan
entrie; must be turned in at a mandatory
meeting at 6:30 p.m. on Wednesday,
Nov. 28.
If only I could
find a way to
tell him how I
feel.
have been listed as questionable 4 this
weekend's series against the Seawnlves.
Barkley pulled a calf muscle and lardif
injured the AC joint in his shoulder. Both
are expected back for next week '
games.
First-year goalie Mike Dunham
well, N.Y.) is expected to be one the
three goalies chosen to be on the, World
Junior Championships. Other Black sears
in the running for a spot on the rostet are,
Big 10
Michigan's losses were the N4A's
gains. Rumeal Robinson, Loy Vaight
and Terry Mills went in the first r4und
and Sean Higgins in the second ro nd.
Demitrius Calip is the only returning
starter. Coach Steve Fisher will count on
:sophomores Eric Riley, Michael Tilley
and Tony Tolbert.
Heathcote's sleeper will have to come
from Minnesota, Illinois, Iowa Vvlins-
consin and Northwestern. Illinois ii in-
elegible for postseason play because of
NCAA probation. 1,
In the Big Eight, defending chamiion
Missouri, Oklahoma, Kansas and Okla-
homa State could compete for the title.
Anthony Peeer and Doug Smith ,Sive
Missouri, also on NCAA probatiote a
solid one-two punch if Peeler can re1 ain
his eligibility in the second semeste .
The 6-10 Smith could be the Big Eight's
Player of the Year again. i
Oklahoma was ranked No. 15 in theiAP
,MoLine. L.a . mpOs
Do you know who that someone
special is, but just can't get up the nerve
to say anything to them?
We've got the answer. Take out a
personal ad in
The Maine Campus Personals.
It's tilt right thing to do and a tasty
way to do it.
581-1273
Help Wanted
Free Spring Break
Vacation in Cancun!
College Tours, the
nations largest and most
successful spring break
tour operator needs
enthusiastic campus
representatives. Earn a
free trip and cash.
Nothing to buy-we
supply everything you
need.
Call Bob at:
1-800-395-4896
Major ML111 Seeking
12-15 part time
distributors or
organization leaders. A
chance to secure your
financial future.
Call (24 Hours)
#827-6838
Babysitter Wanted-
NYC, good Manhattan
neighborhood. Live-in
with family with three
children. Mostly
weekday, day time
hours. Need to start
after Christmas. Call
866-2327 of
212-879-8988
Help Wanted
Spring Break 1991
Individual or student
organization needed to
promote spring break
trip. Earn money, free
trips and valuable work
experience.
CALL NOW!!
Inter-Campus
Programs
1-800-327-6013
WAKE N' BAKE!!
Spring Break in
Jamaica/Cancun
from $449
Organize group travel
free!! Book early and
save $30! Call Now:
1-800-426-7710
Miscellaneous
rNurs FOOD
CO-OP
In the basement of
Chadbourne Hall. Ben
and Jerry's ice cream,
organic coffee, snacks,
and juice. Of course we
also have beans and
rice. Open to all.
Mon. 4-7 Thurs. 2-7
Sat 10-2 581-1779
continued from page 17
Mike Martin (Hamden, Conn.), Kent Salfi
(Clifton Park, N.Y.) and Chris Imes
(Birchdale, Minn.).
Walsh said although the players will
miss five games of the season, he thinks
it will be an advantage to the team in the
long run.
"They come back better players," he
said. "It also gives other players a chance
to play, who might otherwise not get a
chance to play."
continued from page 18
preseason poll, although coach Billy
Tubbs lost William Davis, Smokey Mc-
Covery, and Skeeter Henry.
"We probably have fewer starters'and
key players returning than anybody in
the league," said Tubbs.
Kansas lost five of its top seven players
but Roy Williams has a good nucleus in
Alonzo Jamieson, Terry Brown and
Adonis Jordon.
Eddie Sutton has taken over at Okla-
homa State.
His top player could be Byron Houston,
who averaged 18.5 points and 10 rebounds
last year.
"I don't think too many people are
going to outcoach him," said Iowa State
coach Johnny Orr.
Besides the Cyclones, there's Kansas
State, Nebraska and Colorado.
Southern Illinois and Creighton figure
to fight it out for the Missouri Valley
Conference title.
Apartments
Orono
Oronb Washburn Place
kits. $660/mo
2 Bit Townhouse w/
basedient. No pets. 1
year lease
$5-6955 or
1945-5260 
Why Rent?
Homes for $1.00, Repos.,
Goliv't give away
progr*rts! For informa-
tion call;
1-504-649-0670
Eixt. R-1233 
Coontry-LiVing
Toinhouse Apts.
2 Bed Rm., 1142 Bath,
Heat, iVatei, Sewer Incl.
Laundry Avail. 1 Year
Lease.
$58 per nuMth
For miore info; Call:
779B
Roo te Wanted!
Coos spaceper, in
ccItuit , 30 min. from
Orono. $200/md, + Util.
Wood Ijeat. Call Michael
518.1
15111 Pleasant
8185/month
Call 866-0128
Personals
Do you possess a
"strange" ability?
Also an explanation of
"X". ,Call Andy at
.866-4460, Rm. 330
Corbett.
Sun. - Thurs. Nite.
A thought--
How can you find an
answer to a question
unless you go to the
source? Don't just ask a
friend!
laje,
A,quick note to say that
I plan on dedicaitng my
first book to you.
rhe pen strikes, again.
Love ya, Pap
Wagon,
You're doin' a cracker
jack job. Keep up the
good work
hope you're having fun
with it.
See ya at the Post.
! The former.
OVER 12,000 PEOPLE ARE GOING TO READ THIS.
I'm not In Africa. I'm
quite dead.
-Mr. Mojorisin
• •
IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE WITH THE MAINE CAMPUS CLASSIFIEDS!
CALL 581-1273 TODAY!
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What is your favorite part(
Thanksgiving tradition?
The Maine Campus, November-16-18, 1990
the
Carolann
Wingate,
Sophomore
Having my
family together
icluring a very
traditional time.
Eliza Wroth,
Junior
Getting a break
from school and
being able to eat
real food.
Lynette
McKissick,
First-year
Getting together
with my family
and telling
stories.
John Fontana,
Junior
Going home or
food.
Wayne
Googins;
First-year
Eating anq
having furi.
Bill Tardi
UMaine
employe
Trying to fl re
out what all the
cranbe
companies 410
flthe restthe year.
hotos and text by Jay
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